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Preface

The purpose of this study was to provide current lead time estimates

for the RAAF-USAF CLSSA and to determine the effect on such estimates

of recent USAF procurement reforms. The study was prompted by

Australian concern that the procurement reforms may have led to a

significant extension of CLSSA lead times over the past five years.

The data requirements for this study were extensive, and would have

been difficult to satisfy had it not been for the help of Mr Ed Hater of

the International Logistics Center (SAMIS) and Ms Patti Moore of AFLC

Headquarters (Requirements Determination - D041). Their assistance in

this effort is gratefully acknowledged.

During the course of the study many difficulties were encountered

with the complex format and apparent inconsistencies of the various

CLSSA management reports. I am greatly indebted to Sergeant Kevin

Downs, Wing Commander Mike Crimston and Mr Chuck Moores for their

many attempts to explain these reports and to conduct further investig-

ation when necessary. I am particularly grateful to Sergeant Kevin Downs

for his continuing role as a point of contact for an endless variety of

technical and administrative queries.

Finally, I would like to thank my wife Jacque for her considerable

assistance In performing some of the more laborious data preparation tasks

that were required for this study. Her assistance and continuing support

contributed much to the timely completion of this research.

Ken Gutterson
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Abstract

Recent procurement reforms adopted by the USAF have given rise to

\concern within the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) that supply lead

times under Co-operative Logistics Supply Support Arrangements (CLSSA)

may have been considerably extended. thereby invalidating the current

estimates of such lead times that are used by the RAAF in provisioning

algorithms. The purpose of this study was to determine the expected lead

time of the various types of RAAF requisitions within the RAAF-USAF

CLSSA. determine the extent of their variation since 1980. and establish

whether or not the procurement reforms were responsible for any variation

found. The study was limited to research on investment items only.

The component of lead time measured by this study extended only

from order receipt to order shipment. Data extracted from the SAMIS

computer indicated that this period had increased by 72% for programmed

requisitions (those for which demands are placed in accordance with a

prefunded forecast of requirements) and 122% for non-programmed requis-

itions (all others). The increase in CLSSA lead time was compared to

increases in administrative lead time (ALT) within the Air Force Logistics

Command (AFLC) to determine whether or not the procurement reforms

were having an effect on the CLSSA program. Unfortunately, there was

insufficient CLSSA data to support a rigorous comparison and conclusive

results were not achieved. Nevertheless. the average increase in ALT

within AFLC for stock numbers on the RAAF-USAF CLSSA was observed

to be similar to the increase in CLSSA lead time for programmed requisi-

,4 viii
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tions. which was believed to indicate that the procurement reforms were

indeed having an effect on the CLSSA program.
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AN EXAMINATION OF LEAD TIMES ACHIEVED THROUGH THE

CO-OPERATIVE LOGISTICS SUPPLY SUPPORT ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN

THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN AIR FORCE AND THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Chapter Overview

This chapter contains a general background to the dependence-of the

Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) on the United States Air Force (USAF)

for logistics support, a brief description of the nature of that support, and

a summary of recent procurement reforms that may have led to a decrease

in the level of support provided. In addition. this chapter contains the

problem statement, the research objective and the specific research

questions for this study. The chapter is supplemented by the glossary of

terms included as Appendix A.

Statement of the Problem

Recent procurement reforms adopted by the USAF have led toa

doubling of administrative lead time for the procurement of replenishment

spares within the USAF Logistics Command (AFLC) during the past five

years. Each additional day of lead time is believed to have cost AFLC an

additional 11.3 million dollars in the additional inventory investment

1



required to support the extended needs of fielded systems (36:4). The

RAAF is concerned that the extension in AFLC administrative lead time

may have led to a similar increase in the average satisfaction time of

RAAF requisitions submitted under Cooperative Logistics Supply Support

Arrangements (CLSSA), which would have adverse financial and operational

implications for the various weapons systems supported by such means. A

need has therefore arisen to establish whether or not such a relationship

actually exists, and to review the validity of CLSSA lead time estimates

used in current RAAF provisioning algorithms.

Background

In March 1986. the Dibb review of Australian Defence Force capabil-

ities judged that the effectiveness of Australia's armed forces would

depend to a significant extent upon Australia's ability to maintain a

sufficiently high level of technology in critical capabilities. Foremost

among these was the ability to absorb, operate and support advanced

military equipment. However, the review recognized that. despite the

professed Australian desire for greater self reliance, the country had

neither the population nor industrial base to supply defense

equipment at the requisite level of technology, with acceptable lead times

and at an acceptable cost. Accordingly, the Australian Defence Force

remains dependent upon overseas sources for a significant proportion of its

needs. (14)

The major source of supply for much of Australia's advanced defense

technology and equipment is the United States (10:1), reflecting a joint

security relationship between the two countries that was established in

2
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1951 with the signing of the Australia, New Zealand and United States

(ANZUS) Security Treaty (25:1). The ANZUS Treaty is augmented by a

Memorandum of Understanding on bilateral supply and support arrange-

ments that is periodically reviewed by both governments. The current

Memorandum of Understanding Is attached as Appendix B.

The sale of weapon systems and follow on support from the United

States is governed by the US Arms Export Control Act of 1976. as

amended (46). The Act provides for the sale of defense articles and

equipment to eligible foreign governments either by direct purchase from

commercial sources within the United States or by participation in the

United States Government Foreign Military Sales (FMS) Cash Program.

The majority of Australian Defence Force requirements for items of US

origin are obtained through the FMS program (10:1).

The RAAF, as an element of the Australian Defence Force, is an

active participant in the FMS program. Over 50 per cent of the aircraft

and many of the communication systems currently in service with the

RAAF are of United States origin and require follow on support according-

ly (30:41). Separate FMS agreements have been negotiated between the

RAAF and the USAF. the United States Navy (USN) and the United States

Army, each service representing the prime user of the particular system

operated by the RAAF and therefore the coordinator of replenishment

provisioning for that system. The USAF FMS agreement currently holds

the highest dollar value of the three agreements (19,33,34) and is therefore

of major interest to the RAAF, although this emphasis may change in

future years following the recent introduction of the USN supported F/A-

18.
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The USAF FMS Program

The USAF provides follow on support to FMS customers through

contractual sales agreements known as *cases' (8:Ch9,1). Each case

documents the conditions pertaining to the supply of a particular range of

goods or services. There are three types of cases (1:Chl,1):

a. Defined Order Cases, written for specific items and quantities;

b. Blanket Order Cases, written for a specific dollar value; and

c. Co-operative Logistics Supply Support Arrangement (CLSSA)

cases, which allow FMS customers to buy into the US logistics

system for the purpose of reducing requisition processing times.

A CLSSA requires a participating FMS customer to make a financial

investment in the US logistics system in a fixed proportion to the

expected level of requirements over any 17 month period. The investment

allows the US Department of Defense (DOD) to augment its stocks in

anticipation of the country's actual demands. In return for this invest-

ment the country is entitled to receive support from DOD stocks equal to

that given to US forces assigned the same priority. The US DOD believes

that CLSSAs are normally the most timely means of procuring repair parts

and components for military equipment of US origin. (8:Chl9.2)

The level of support provided under a USAF CLSSA is influenced by

several variables, each related to the nature of requisitions submitted by

the FMS customer. These variables are briefly described as follows:

a. Investment vs Expense Items. Replenishment spares demanded

under a CLSSA are ulassified as either investment (high cost)

items, or expense (low cost) items. Investment items are

4
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identified by a service code of "A". whereas expense items are

identified by service codes of "B" or "C" (12:Chl.12).

b. Priority. The priority of individual requisitions submitted

through a CLSSA is assigned by the FMS customer, based on the

Force Activity Designator (FAD) approved for that country by

the US Joint Chiefs of Staff and the perceived urgency of need.

The requisition priority, represented by an integer value between

01 and 16. is a key determinant in the decision of the US

agency to satisfy that requisition from available DOD stocks.

Higher priority demands (indicated by smaller numbers) will

continue to be satisfied from lower levels of stock and therefore

will usually achieve more timely satisfaction than demands of

lower priority (1:Attach 8-A). Priority levels authorized for use

by the RAAF are 03, 06 and 13. (7)

c. Program Status. The financial investment required of an FMS

CLSSA customer is assessed according to the level of require-

ments forecast by the customer for any 17 month period. The

forecast is specified in dollar terms for expense items and by

stock number and quantity for investment items. Requisitions

that do not exceed the forecast 17 months requirement are

assigned a "programmed" status code. Requisitions that exceed

the 17 month requirement are assigned a "non-programmed"

status code. Non-programmed requisitions are accorded lowest

priority. (12:Ch2,2-4)

5



Effectiveness of the RAAF-USAF CLSSA

A CLSSA is designed to provide an FMS customer with a more timely

means of obtaining replenishment spares. In return, the FMS customer is

required to make a financial contribution to the US logistics system in

direct proportion to the forecast level of activity within the CLSSA. The

extent to which a FMS customer is prepared to make such an investment.

however, will often depend on the perceived effectiveness of the CLSSA

program.

Several studies have attempted to measure the effectiveness of

CLSSAs. A short discussion of these studies is included in Chapter 2.

One of these studies, conducted in 1981. recognized the heavy dependence

of the RAAF on the RAAF-USAF CLSSA and attempted to measure the

effectiveness of the CLSSA from that perspective. The study found that a

requisition submitted under the RAAF-USAF CLSSA was generally satisfied

in a shorter period than that taken by the USAF to procure the same item

from a commercial source. The researchers had presumed that the RAAF

would suffer similar lead times to those of the USAF if it elected to forgo

the CLSSA in favor of direct commercial procurement. Accordingly, the

researchers concluded that the RAAF-USAF CLSSA was meeting its

objective of providing the most timely means of acquiring replenishment

spares. (23)

A limitation of the study on the RAAF-USAF CLSSA was the lack of

a complete set of data. The researchers noted that approximately 50% of

the requisitions submitted under the CLSSA of interest had been incomp-

lete at the time of their study. Thus, while the data was sufficient to

provide a means of comparison between different alternatives, it was

. 6



limited in its ability to identify specific lead time parameters. Neverthe-

less, to avoid bias in their study, the researchers chose to use the

expected completion dates provided by the USAF as the actual completion

date for Incomplete requisitions, and used the percentage of such requisit-

ions to indicate the level of confidence in their findings.

The Importance of Lead Times

The level of stocks held by the RAAF is a function the time required

to achieve replenishment, commonly referred to as the "lead time". Longer

lead times require greater holdings of stock and consequently a greater

level of investment.

Items obtained through a USAF CLSSA are assigned a standard lead

time which reflects the expected time of satisfaction for a requisition of

the lowest priority. The accuracy of this lead time is a key factor in

determining the cost-effectiveness of replenishment provisioning for CLSSA

items. Actual lead times shorter than those planned would represent a

possible excess investment in higher stock levels. Longer lead times may

cause an eventual shortage of spares for systems supported through a

CLSSA and subsequently present a risk to the continued operation of such

systems.

Changes in USAF Procurement Procedures

Significant changes have occurred to USAF procurement procedures

* during the past six years. The most significant of these has been the

active encouragement of competitive bidding for USAF procurement

contracts.

7
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The move towards increased competition was prompted by a series of

"horror" stories in the US media concerning over-priced defense acquisit-

ions. The US DOD responded in 1981 by directing the military services to

appoint competition advocates within each procurement activity whose

primary goal was to pursue increased competition in defense acquisitions.

The DOD direction was followed in 1984 with the Competition In Contract-

ing Act which formalized the Competition Advocate Program and intro-

duced a wide range of procurement reforms. (20:19)

Increased competition has resulted in significant savings for the US

Government. For example, increased competition during fiscal year 1985

reportedly saved the DOD an estimated $1.3 billion (20:21). However,

competition related reforms have also led to a significant increase in the

time taken to award contracts for the supply of defense materials. The

Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC) has reported that the time taken to

award a contract within that command had approximately doubled over the

past three years (17:1). Similar increases have been reported throughout

the DOD (20:24).

Procurement Reforms and the CLSSA Program

Requisitions submitted against a CLSSA that have been identified as

part of a forecast 17 month requirement (i.e. "programmed" requisitions)

should be satisfied from currently held stocks within the DoD. Indeed, the

FMS customer has made a financial investment with the US DOD to allow

his forecasted requirements to be purchased in anticipation of his requisit-

ions (l:Chll). Accordingly, the effects of DoD procurement reforms

should have minimal impact on the satisfaction time of an eligible (prog-

rammed) CLSSA requisition.

8
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Nevertheless, the RAAF has observed a significant increase in the

average satisfaction time of eligible CLSSA requisitions submitted against

respective RAAF-USAF CLSSAs during the past five years. These per-

ceived increases have given rise to questions regarding the validity of

current CLSSA lead times used by the RAAF and the effect of the USAF

procurement reforms on the continuing effectiveness of the RAAF-USAF

CLSSA. (7,38)

Research Objective

The purpose of this study is to determine the current mean lead

times for requisitions submitted through the RAAF-USAF CLSSA and to

assess the impact on these lead times of recent USAF procurement

reforms.

Research Questions

The following questions will be addressed to answer the research

objective:

a. Research Question 1. What are the current lead times that may

be expected for different types of RAAF requisitions submitted under

a RAAF-USAF CLSSA?

b. Research Question 2. To what extent do current lead times differ

from those achieved at the time of the 1981 RAAF study?

c. Research Question 3. How much of the variation in lead times

can be attributed to variations in average contracting times exper-

lenced by USAF procurement personnel?

e9
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Scope of Study

This study will be limited to an examination of lead times for items

of service code "A" only. This limitation is necessary to utilize the

methodology of the 1981 study, which had the same limitation. The 1981

study observed that the significantly fewer RAAF requisitions for items of

service code "A" represented approximately 34% of the total dollar value of

CLSSA requisitions at that time. Accordingly, the 1981 study surmised

that items of service code "A" were of major concern in the RAAF-USAF

CLSSA.

0 Assumptions

This study will utilize the methodology of the 1981 study in deter-

mining approximate satisfaction times for incomplete requisitions. Without

evidence to the contrary, the methodology of that study is assumed to be

a relatively accurate means for obtaining such information.

10
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Chapter Overview

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part presents a

review of previous studies that have attempted to measure CLSSA lead

time. Although none of these studies had this measure as their primary

objective, the review is useful in assessing the background and validity of

the methodology that will be used in this thesis. The second part of this

chapter presents a brief outline of the major ;xecutive and legislative

reforms that are considered responsible for the doubling of administrative

lead time wi-hin AFLC during the past five years. The purpose of this

part is to illustrate the changes that have occurred within the USAF

procurement process that may caused changes in the level of support

afforded to the RAAF CLSSA.

Part 1: CLSSA Lead Times

There have been a number of studies that have attempted to evaluate

the benefits of participation in a CLSSA. Such studies flourished in the

years of 1978-1981, during which time the USAF sought to validate the

proclaimed benefits of a CLSSA in a bid to gain the Japanese Air Self

Defence Force (JASDF) as an additional FMS customer (4:15). However.

the studies of primary interest to this thesis are those that have contrib-

5II
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uted to the development of a methodology for the determination of CLSSA

lead times. Such studies comprise those of:

a. White and Logan (1968)

b. Pendley and Ratley (1979)

c. Callahan, Johnson and Moradmand (1980)

d. Parker and Lang (1981)

e. Silver (1986)

White and Logan

In 1968 Wing Commander Sydney White (RAAF) and Major Frank

Logan (USAF) undertook the first critical evaluation of the CLSSA

program. Their research effort covered many facets of the CLSSA

program, including the effectiveness of the program in meeting the supply

support requirements of participating countries. The essential elements of

supply support were defined as requisition response time, standardization

and quality control. White and Logan concluded that the CLSSA program

provided effective support in each of these areas (44:80).

White and Logan recognized that many factors influenced the period

of time between the creation of a valid CLSSA requisition document and

the receipt of the item involved, many of which were under the direct

control of the CLSSA customer. Consequently, they determined that the

only measurable aspect of the Cooperative Logistics system in terms of

supply response time was the response of the system itself (44:70).

Accordingly, CLSSA response time was defined as the period of time

between the receipt of a CLSSA requisition in the DOD logistics system

and the completion of the transaction at the point of issue from a DOD

facility. White and Logan found that the world-wide mean response time

12



of the CLSSA system was in the range of 33 to 42 days. The mean

response time of the RAAF CLSSA was found to be 52 days, although this

was based on only 63 transactions, all of which occurred during the month

of February 1968. Neither the world-wide nor RAAF results were eval-

uated for the effects of item type, demand priority or program status.

(27:44-74)

Pendley and Ratley

In 1979 Mr Kimble Pendley and Captain Griffin Ratley (USAF)

expanded the definition of system response time to include the problem of

split consignments, ie. where a single requisition is satisfied in several

shipments. This problem had apparently been insignificant at the time of

the White and Logan study. Pendley and Ratley adopted a weighted

average approach to such requisitions, whereby the fill time of each partial

shipment was multiplied by the ratio of the number shipped to the number

demanded. The response time of the requisition was then computed as the

sum of the weighted fill times for each partial shipment. (29:32)

Pendley and Ratley found that the average response time for their

sample of 289 NMCS (Not Mission Capable Supply) requisitions was signif-

icantly lower for those requisitions eligible for programmed support (74 vs

251 days). An additional and surprising finding of the Pendley and Ratley

study was that non-critical requisitions (ie. other than NMCS) of priority

9-15 appeared to enjoy faster response times than those of priority 1-8

(152 vs 227 days). However, the study did not attempt to compare requis-

itions for like items in each priority grouping and the finding may

therefore be related to the nature of the items demanded. (29:50)

13



Callahan, Johnson and Moradmand

CLSSA response time was further evaluated in the 1979 study of Mr

James Callahan, Major Charles Johnson (USAF) and Colonel Mahmood

Moradmand (Imperial Iranian Air Force). The methodology of this study

differed from that used by Pendley and Ratley in that it included those

requisitions which had a 'supply date' but no shipment aate. The supply

,* date was defined as the date when the Item Manager identified the

asset(s) that would be used to fill the requisition. For such requisitions

the fill time was computed as the difference in days between the supply

date and the date of receipt of the CLSSA requisition, plus ten days. The

addition of ten days was to provide for the incomplete segment of the

requisition process, quantified on the basis of the average difference

between supply and shipment dates. Split consignments were once again

handled as weighted averages. The study found an average response time

of 198 days for programmed requisitions and 288 days for non-programmed

requisitions. (4:41.64)

Lang and Parker

,'- In 1981 Squadron Leaders Samuel Lang and Cedric Parker (RAAF)

undertook a study designed to quantitatively assess the 'supply-effective-S

ness' of the RAAF CLSSA. Supply-effectiveness was defined by the

authors as "the degree to which RAAF requirements for follow-on support

receive timely satisfaction by the USAF FMS program once those require-

ments have been advised to the USAF" (23:14). Lang and Parker concluded

that requisition fill-time, defined as the period in days between the

commencement of order processing and the finish of order picking, was the

most appropriate measure of supply-effectiveness. Although this definition
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agreed with that adopted by earlier studies, Lang and Parker had certain

reservations on the use of the methodology that had previously been used

in the calculation of fill-times. Their main area of concern was for

partial shipments, and the true value of such shipments in relieving a

critical supply situation. However, the researchers realized that they

would be unable to quantify the value of partial shipments and were

therefore obliged to accept the approach of the previous methodology.

(23:33-40)

Lang and Parker actually used two methods for calculating fill-time.

In one, fill-time was calculated by the weighted average method proposed

by Pendley and Ratley. This served as the basis for a series of compar-

ative evaluations of the RAAF CLSSA. In the other. Lang and Parker

4:- again used the weighted average approach but included all requisitions

submitted against the case under examination (AT-D-KBC) by using the

Estimated Shipment Date (ESD) as the actual shipment date for incomplete

requisitions. This was an extension of the procedure used by Callahan et

al, which only included those incomplete requisitions for which a 'supply

date' was available. Lang and Parker used this measure to compare RAAF

CLSSA fill-times with USAF procurement lead times. (23:39-40)

This research is not directed towards any comparative evaluation of

the RAAF CLSSA. Rather, this research is directed towards the descript-

ion of the present characteristics of the RAAF CLSSA and trends that
have occurred within the past few years. Nevertheless. the study of Lang

and Parker serves as a useful basis for this study. The second measure of

fill-time used in the Lang and Parker study will be used as the methodol-

ogy for the determination of current fill-times within the RAAF CLSSA.
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In addition, the mean fill-times reported by Lang and Parker through their

use of this measure will be compared to those found within this study to

serve as a backdrop to the study of USAF procurement reforms and their

impact on lead time within the RAAF CLSSA.

Silver

In 1986, Captain Bradley Silver (USAF) undertook a further evaluation

of CLSSA response times to resolve an apparent contradiction in the

results of two earlier studies that sought to validate CLSSA effectiveness.

Once again, this study was not directed towards the actual determination

of response times but rather towards a statistical evaluation of CLSSA

* effectiveness on the basis of comparative response times. In addition, the

study examined the impact of several variables (type of item, priority and

supporting ALC) that were thought to have had an effect on requisition

response time. (35:1-2)

Unfortunately, Silver's study is of little use to this effort, as he

chose to use readily available summary reports rather than conduct a

detailed study of individual requisitions. The specific report used by Silver

was the SAMIS Fill Time Statistics Report (35:3-1), which shows the

number of requisitions that have been satisfied within a particular 30 or

_ 60 day period. The report shows the priority of these requisitions as

belonging to one of only two categories: 1-8 or 9-16. The data is

therefore part of a two way grouped frequency distribution that suffers

from the problem of all such distributions in that it loses the accuracy of

the original data (16:129). Although such imperfections may have been

acceptable for the purposes of Silver's research, they are not considered
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acceptable for this more descriptive study and the data source will not be

utilized.

Conclusion: CLSSA Lead Times

In the course of previous studies that have examined the USAF

CLSSA program, a methodology has been developed to measure CLSSA lead

time. Development has progressed to the point whereby the response

times of both complete and incomplete requisitions can now be evaluated.

However, the methodology only provides for measurement of the order

processing and order picking elements of the CLSSA order cycle, as these

were considered to be the only elements that would reflect CLSSA

effectiveness. The methodology has already been used (albeit indirectly)

for the determination of mean lead times within the RAAF CLSSA. Those

findings can now be used as a benchmark for this study.

Part 2: Procurement Reforms

Introduction

In recent years the US Department of Defence (DOD) acquisition

process has been the target for a plethora of legislative and executive

* reforms. Many of these reforms were prompted by adverse publicity in the

early 1980's related to instances of apparent overspending by the DoD in

the procurement of weapon system spares. Congress and the DoD have

responded to the allegations of waste by respectively introducing a series

of Public Laws and Executive Orders aimed at reducing the cost of spares

by increasing competition in every phase of the acquisition cycle.
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The perceived benefits of competition were enumerated in 1981 by

the Deputy Defense Secretary, Mr Frank Carlucci. In a memorandum dated

27 July 1981, Mr Carlucci stated :

We believe that (competition) reduces the cost of needed
supplies, improves contractor performance, helps to combat
rising costs, increases the defense industrial base, and ensures
fairness of opportunity for award of government contracts (6:1).

The extent to which increased competition has met those objectives

is difficult to assess in quantitative terms. Nevertheless, government

procurement agencies have taken great delight in publishing a series of

tsuccess' stories for individual acquisitions during the past few years

(24:17) that bear as much relevance to the health of the overall acquisition

process as the 'horror' stories published earlier by the media.

Increased competition and related procurement reforms have undoubt-

edly secured significant price reductions for the DoD in the acquisition of

systems and replenishment spares. The extent of the savings realized was

assessed at $1.2 billion in 1984 and $1.3 billion in 1985 (20:21). However,

the additional manpower and material resources consumed in pursuing 'full

and. open' competition may have substantially reduced the benefit of those

savings. For example, the requirements of competition related legislation

has led to the hiring of an additional 2,600 people within the Air Force

Logistics Command (AFLC) alone (36:4). However, while several studies

have attempted to measure this additional cost in manpower (31), few have

attempted to address the additional inventory costs associated with the

4! longer lead times Incurred by the new acquisition bureaucracy.

Understandably, the major impact of the recent procurement reforms

has been experienced in the contracting divisions of the various govern-

ment procurement agencies. Accordingly, increases in acquisition lead time

18
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can generally be attributed to increases in administrative or contract lead

time, defined as the period between the receipt of a procurement request

and the time of contract award. Such increases are a particular concern

within AFLC, where every day of additional lead time results in an estim-

ated $11.3 million investment in the inventory levels of fielded systems

(36:4). The increase in administrative lead time (ALT) within AFLC during

the past five years is shown in Figure 1 (2).

The purpose of this section is to provide a brief summary of the

executive and legislative procurement reforms that have led to the

increased emphasis on competition and to assess their apparent or potential

impact on ALT within the AFLC.

Executive Reforms

Executive reforms are those that have been Introduced by government

rather than Congress. The more significant reforms from an Air Force

perspective have come from:

a. development and publication of the Federal Acquisition Regu-

lation:

b. the Defense Acquisition Improvement Program; and

c. the Air Force Management Analysis Group.

Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)

The FAR was implemented throughout the Air Force on April 1, 1984.

The major contribution of the FAR was to render all government agencies

involved in contracting subject to the same rules and regulations.

Although the FAR did not have any significant Impact on the procurement
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practices of the DOD. it did provide a regulation that was much easier to

read and use. Accordingly. the FAR was considered to offer improved

support for people actually engaged in the procurement process. However.

a certain cost was incurred in the extensive training and reorientation of

procurement personnel. (37:14)

Defence Acquisition Improvement Program

In 1981 the Deputy Secretary of Defense. Mr Frank Carlucci.

promulgated 31 initiatives aimed at solving long-standing problems in the

acquisition process (5). A 32nd initiative, promoting the increased use of

competition, was included in 1982 (40:29). In 1983 the subsequent Deputy

Secretary of Defense. Mr Paul Thayer. placed additional emphasis on six of

those initiatives. including competition (39:1). The initiatives became

known as the Defence Acquisition Improvement Program. which was

primarily focused on reducing the cost of weapons systems and improving

the efficiency of the military procurement process. The program has been

given credit for checking the growth of program costs that had been a

characteristic of major systems acquisition (27:1).

4i. Air Force Management Analysis Group (AFMAG)

The greatest impact on the Air Force from executive reforms in

recent years has come from the 1983 AFMAG study on the acquisition of

spare parts (37:18). The AFMAG study focused on spares acquisition in

the weapon system design, development and production phases and in post-

production support activities. The study made 178 recommendations

designed to redress four basic kinds of inadequacies: insufficient competit-

ion. Inaccurate pricing, repetitive buys. and a lack of individual respons-
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ibility for cost. reasonableness (24:15-16). About 90% of the study's

recommendations were implemented during the following two years and

have reportedly led to 'positive and measurable' results (24:16).

Legislative Reforms

According to General Lawrence A. Skantze. former commander of Air

Force Systems Command. by May 1986 the Air Force had:

tumbled through three years of unprecedented legislative reforms
that are well-intentioned but misguided. The original worthy
goal was to reduce costs and streamline a complex procurement
process. But the intense scrutiny has. instead, increased weapon
system lead times and reduced the system to a state of semi-
paralysis. (28:1)

The major legislative reforms to which General Skantze refers are:

a. P.L. 98-72 : Commerce Business Daily Act of 1983:

b. P.L. 98-369: Competition in Contracting Act of 1984:

c. P.L. 98-525: Defense Procurement Reform Act of 1984:

d. P.L. 98-577: Small Business and Federal Procurement Competition

Enhancement Act of 1984.

Public Law 98-72 : Commerce Business Daily

P.L. 87-305. Amending the Small Business Act, empowered the

Secretary of Commerce to 'obtain and publish notice of all proposed

defense procurements in excess of $10.000' (42:712). Such publication was

and is made by the procuring government agency in the Commerce Business

Daily. Defense Department implementation of P.L. 87-305 was effected

through the Defence Acquisi.ion Regulation (DAR) which stated that,

"Purchasing offices should, when feasible, synopsize proposed procurements

no later than ten days before the issuance of solicitations" (11:1:68).
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The discretionary loophole offered in the above clause gave rise to

P.L. 98-72. which required that 'all proposed competitive and non-compet-

itive actions be synopsized'. In addition. P.L. 98-72 prohibited the

issuance of solicitations until fifteen days after the synopsis was tendered

and provided for a minimum 30 day response period for all solicitations.

(43:403)

The increase in the synopsis requirements. combined with the

additional administrative procedures required by P.L. 98-72 for sole source

procurements, has been cited as a primary cause of the increased admin-

istrative lead times experienced throughout the DoD since the law came

into effect on October 1. 1983. (37:26)

Public Law 98-369: Competition in Contracting

The most significant reforms to federal procurement policy in recent

years have come from the Competition in Contracting Act of 1984 (CICA).

Prior to the implementation of CICA on April 1. 1985, the Armed Services

Procurement Act of 1947 (ASPA) separated federal contract placement

methodologies into two discrete forms - formal advertising and negotiation.

Under formal advertising procedures, government agencies were required to

publish a synopsis of their requirements in the CBD. solicit sealed bids and

*_ award contracts to the lowest responsive and responsible bidder. Negotiat-

ion provided for the discussion of technical requirements and costs with

the contractor prior to contract award. The ASPA directed that purchases

., and contracts be made by formal advertising in all cases for which the use

of such method was feasible and practicable. (40:17-19)

Under CICA the emphasis changed from formal advertising to

competition, placing competitive negotiations on almost an equal footing
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with sealed bidding (previously formal advertising). In addition, non-

competitive contracts were no longer a matter of 'feasibility and practic-

ality' but rather become subject to a determination by the head of the

procurement agency that the proposed contract met one of the seven

criteria specified within CICA for use of other than 'full and open'

competition. Other provisions of CICA include a formalization of the

Competition Advocacy Program. an extension to the synopsis requirements

for the CBD and new protest procedures following contract award (prev-

enting work from proceeding while a protest is pending). (15:1-5)

Air Force reaction to CICA has been mixed. The recognition of

competitive negotiation as an equally viable method to sealed bidding has

been welcomed. but the requirement for 'full and open' competition is

considered less preferable to 'adequate and effective' competition, partic-

ularly for small purchases. The new approval requirements for non-compe-

titive buys, revised protest provisions and new synopsis requirements are

believed to have placed an additional heavy load on the contracting officer

and further exacerbated the problem of increasing ALT. (37:28-29)

Public Law 98-525: Defense Procurement Reform Act of 1984

P.L. 98-525 enacted a broad range of procurement reforms intended to

resolve inconsistencies amongst previous legislation (37:30). Major features

included provision for (3:54-55):

a. public comment on proposed defence regulations at least 30 days

prior to implementation;

b. DOD discretion in obtaining contractor guarantees for major

weapon systems (thereby amending P.L. 98-94):
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c. inclusion of technical data rights in DOD contracts. based

primarily on the source of funding for research and develop-

ment; and

d. encouragement of new contractors by promulgation of minimum

qualification requirements.

The DOD has not welcomed the requirement for public comment on

proposed regulations, claiming that the requirement will inhibit the ability

of the DOD to promulgate policy in a timely manner. However, the

provision for contractor guarantees is seen as a positive move. reflecting a

DOD desire for increased flexibility in contracting. The effect of specify-

ing technical data rights in contracts has not yet been evaluated, but the

DOD believes that the provision may lead to a further increase in ALT by

requiring layers of approval requirements above the contracting officer.

The requirement to set prequalification standards for potential contractors

is generally considered to be positive, though it is believed that the

requirement will significantly complicate the process of establishing

qualified sources on source restricted parts. (37:30-33)

Public Law 98-577: Small Business and Federal Procurement

Competition Enhancement Act of 1984

* Prior to the implementation of P.L. 98-577. a small business could be

assessed as a non-responsible bidder for a particular contract by the

federal procurement agency and the business would then be eliminated

from the list of potential contractors without further administration.

However, if the value of the contract exceeded $25,000. the determination

of non-responsibility had to be referred to the Small Business Administrat-

ion (SBA) for review. P.L. 98-577 removed the exemption for contracts
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valued at less than S25.000. thereby requiring every determination of non-

responsibility to be reviewed by the SBA before contract award. By

Defence Logistics Agency (DLA) estimates, the referral process can delay a

contract from between 45 to 90 days. (20:19)

P.L. 98-577 also contained a requirement for the establishment of

'breakout' representatives at each procurement center, tasked with

identifying those items currently produced on a sole-source basis which

might be less costly to the government if two or more manufacturers were

forced to compete for the business (22:13). The Air Force considers the

requirement to be a duplication of the function of the Competition Advoc-

ate and a further aggravation to continuing increases in ALT (37:35).

The Impact on Administrative Lead Time

The various executive and legislative reforms have realized some

tangible benefits for the DOD. not least of which is a significant saving in

the cost of weapon systems and component parts. AFLC alone is reported

to have saved an estimated $434 million during fiscal year 1985 (37:46).

However, many of the reforms have had the potential for one major detri-

mental side effect - increased administrative lead time (ALT).

0 The increasing time required to develop and procure new weapon

systems has been identified as one of the major ailments of the defense

acquisition process (17:94). Nevertheless, the recent flurry of reforms

0: have been primarily directed towards the amelioration of cost rather than

lead time. The inevitable consequence of such focus and the attendant

increase in acquisition bureaucracy was a rapid escalation in ALT through

out the DOD. In AFLC ALT rose from an average of 54 days in May 1983
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to a peak of 133 days in April 1985 (37:58). The trend has since levelled

off and currently (April 1987) appears to be steady at approximately 110

days (2). Based on AFLC estimates (36:4), the average increase of 55 days

since 1983 will require an additional $620 million investment in aircraft

replenishment spares and stock fund to support fielded systems for an

extended period. This investment, coupled with the ongoing salaries of an

additional 2.600 workers within AFLC alone, somewhat tarnishes reports of

the substantial savings that have been achieved through procurement ref-

orm.

Another concern that has arisen as a result of the increasing lead

times has been fear that operational readiness will be degraded. Indeed.

an investigation by a House appropriations defense subcommittee found

that the most serious problem faced by the Air Force in attempting to

achieve planned flying programs in recent years has been the lack of spare

parts (21:291). Security Assistance customers have also been affected.

For example, the Canadian Defence Forces have noted that the number of

their MICAP requisitions placed on backorder has increased sharply since

the introduction of the new legislation (18). However, General Smith of

AFLC points out that increased lead times have an effect on readiness

only if no one plans for them. Nevertheless, he admits that increased lead

times can inject a greater amount of uncertainty into requirements deter-

mination and reduce the ability of the system to respond in the event of

an emergency (20:24).
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Conclusion: Procurement Reforms

The number of executive and legislative reforms implemented by the

USAF in recent years has been unprecedented in the history of US defense

* procurement. The primary focus of these reforms has been on increasing

competition and reducing costs. However, while attention was focused on

V -,competition and unit prices, lead times increased at an alarming rate.

Within AFLC. administrative lead times have doubled within the past four

years. Attention should now be directed to reducing those lead times to

avoid jeopardizing many of the benefits the reforms sought to achieve.
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CHAPTER Ill

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Chapter Overview

This chapter describes the methodology used to determine the mean

lead times of requisitions submitted against a RAAF-USAF CLSSA and to

determine the impact on such lead times of USAF procurement reforms

adopted within the past five years. In addition, the chapter details the

populations of interest, the the sources of data, and the specific approach

that will be taken in answering each of the research questions listed in

Chapter 1. Frequent references are made in this chapter to the methodol-

ogy of the previous RAAF study conducted in 1981 by Squadron Leaders

Lang and Parker.

pp..

Populations of Interest

The research objective required an examination of three populations.

described as follows:

a. Population 1. All requisitions for service code "A" items submit-

ted against the RAAF-USAF CLSSA case designated AT-D-KBR,

which was open for requisitions between 01Jul85 and 30Jun86.

b. Population 2. All requisitions for service code "A" items submit-

ted against the RAAF-USAF CLSSA case designated AT-D-KBC.

which was open for requisitions between 01Jul79 and 30Jun80.
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c. Population 3. USAF administrative lead times for all service

code "A" items that were eligible for CLSSA support against

both the AT-D-KBC CLSSA and the AT-D-KBR CLSSA.

Each population will be discussed further in the research design for the

respective research questions.

Sources of Data

Populations 1 and 2 were obtained by manually extracting the

required information from file dumps of history information held by the

Security Assistance Management Information System (SAMIS), the USAF

computer system employed for CLSSA management. Both file dumps were

drawn on 4 December 1986.

Population 3 was obtained by two special extractions from the AFLC

computer system known as the D041. or the Recoverable Item Require-

ments Computational Information System (RCIRCS). The D041 includes

both current and historical information on the production and administrat-

ive .lead times for items of service code "A" (19,10). The first extraction

obtained administrative lead time data current on 4 December 1986 for all

investment items that had been demanded against the AT-D-KBR case.

The second extraction obtained administrative lead times for this same set

of items using data that was current on 4 December 1980. Population 3

was then formed by restricting the set of investment items in the AT-D-

*KBR case to those items for which data was available on both dates.
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Research Method

Research Question 1

Research question one asked, "What are the current lead times that

may be expected for different types of RAAF requisitions submitted under

a RAAF-USAF CLSSA?" Population 1 was chosen as the source of data

for this question as it was the most recent CLSSA case for which a

complete set of requisitions had been submitted. Lead times were calcu-

lated on the basis of the methodology utilized by Lang and Parker in their

1981 study, once again using ESD as the actual completion date for

incomplete requisitions. The 1981 study, however, examined only that part

of lead time that was under the control of the USAF, arguing that other

components of lead time were largely a result of management decisions by

the RAAF which could be controlled accordingly. Lead times determined

on the basis of the Lang and Parker methodology therefore do not

embrace all elements of the order cycle and consequently do not represent

true lead times for provisioning purposes. Nevertheless. the lead times so

determined provide a useful basis for assessing the performance of the

USAF procurement machinery and provide RAAF management with inform-

ation on the order processing and picking elements of the CLSSA order

cycle.

Lang and Parker observed that RAAF CLSSA requisitions were under

the control of the USAF from the time the requisition was received by the

SAMIS (then the H051) computer and the time the item(s) were shipped

from the USAF procurement centre. In keeping with CLSSA terminology,

the researchers defined this period as the "fill-time" of a requisition.
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To satisfy the requirements of Research Question 1, population I was

divided into eight sub-populations, delineated by program status and

priority. Mean fill-times for all requisitions within each sub-population

were then determined using the methodology of Lang and Parker, as

discussed in Chapter 2. The percentage of complete requisitions were also

calculated to provide an indication of the reliability of the findings. The

results of the calculations were then tabulated using priority, mean fill-

time (in days). the number of requisitions and the percentage of requisit-

ions that had been completed for both programmed and non-programmed

requisitions.

Research Question 2

Research Question 2 asked, "To what extent do current lead times

differ from those achieved at the time of the 1981 RAAF study?"

Research Question 2 therefore involves a comparison between the fill-times

achieved in the AT-D-KBR case of 1985/86 and those achieved in the AT-

D-KBC case of 1979/80. To provide such a comparison, mean fill-times of

requisitions from the KBC case (population 2) were calculated on the same

basis as those for the KBR case (population 1), delineated by program

status and priority. Since all requisitions were analyzed from both

populations, differences between the respective sub-groups in the two

populations were immediately apparent. To illustrate the direction of

change over the past five years, these difference were displayed in tabular

format expressed as percentage increases or decreases from the mean fill-

times of the K3BC population.



Research Question 3

Research question 3 asked, "How much of the variation in lead times

can be attributed to variations in average contracting times experienced by

USAF procurement personnel?" Research Question 3 therefore investigates

the relation between variations in USAF administrative lead time and

variations in CLSSA lead time over the past five years. However, the only

segment of CLSSA lead time that was likely to be affected by variations in

USAF administrative lead time was that segment for which requisitions

were under USAF control. Accordingly, requisition fill-time was again

4considered to be the most appropriate research measure.

Variations in requisition fill-times for the RAAF-USAF CLSSA were

determined from populations 1 and 2 on the basis of stock numbers that

were common to both populations. The set of stock numbers so determin-

ed was further restricted to those stock numbers that had requisitions of

equal priority and program status in both populations. Without such

restrictions any variation in CLSSA lead time could have been easily

attributed to differences in those parameters.

Variations in USAF administrative lead times for individual stock

numbers were determined from population 3 by comparing data that was

* current on 4 December 1980 and data that was current on 4 December

1986. Administrative lead time has been defined as the period between the

receipt of a procurement request by AFLC and the award of a contract for

the supply of the item requested. Previous studies have shown that

administrative lead times have increased significantly following the

introduction of recent procurement reforms. Accordingly, variations in
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administrative lead times were considered a suitable research measure for

assessing the effect of the procurement reforms.

The relationship between variations in RAAF-USAF CLSSA lead times

and USAF administrative lead times was measured using simple linear

regression. Matching sets of observations for the two variables were

analyzed by the ISP (Interactive Statistical Program) software package on

an IBM personal computer. The output of the ISP regression procedure

ai provided a measure of the Coefficient of Determination (R squared).

expressed as a percentage, which indicated the practical significance of the

degree of association between the two variables.

The degree of association found between the variations in contract

lead times and RAAF-USAF CLSSA fill-times was used to draw conclusions

for Research Question 3.
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CHAPTER IV

DATA ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

Chapter Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to provide answers to the three

research questions. Each question will be covered in turn. The results of

the data analysis will be detailed first to give an objective description of

the findings. Subsequent evaluation will then draw on those findings to

establish conclusions in accordance with the research objective.

Research Question I

The Problem

Research Question 1 sought to determine the current lead times that

* could be expected for the different types of RAAF requisitions submitted

under a RAAF-USAF CLSSA.

Data Extraction

The data for Research Question 1 was drawn from population 1.

which comprised all requisitions for investment items submitted against the

AT-D-KBR case of 1985.'6. The data was manually extracted from a SAMIS

product designated U-WO01-HBC, which was drawn for the AT-D-KBR case

on 4 December 1986. The product contained a complete transaction history

for all requisitions submitted against the AT-D-KBR case to that point in

time. Unfortunately, the product does not separate expense from invest-

ment items and the selection therefore had to be performed manually. A
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total of 539 investment item transactions were identified from a total of

17.523 transactions against the AT-D-KBR case.

To satisfy the requirements of this question, as well as those of

Research Questions 2 and 3, the following information was extracted for

each transaction and loaded into a computer database:

a. case designator

b. report page number (for verification and corrections)

c. stock number

d. quantity

e. priority

f. program status code

g. SAMIS input date

- h. respective shipment dates

i. respective shipment quantities

j. estimated shipment dates (for incomplete requisitions)

4. Once loaded, the database was sorted on program status to separate

programmed from non-programmed requisitions. Programmed requisitions

were identified by a program code of 6, as opposed to non-programmed

requisitions which had program codes of 7, 8 or 9. An exception to this

format occurred with "drawdown" requisitions, which did not show any

program code whatsoever. A drawdown requisition is used to permanently

reduce the quantity of an item for which the customer (in this case the.%

RAAF) has a obligation to purchase. However, such an obligation exists

only if the item is eligible for programmed support. Accordingly, all
"p.

drawdown requisitions are eligible for programmed support. The database

was amended to reflect this reasoning.
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The database was further sorted within the two program categories

on the basis of requisition priority. As discussed in Chapter 1, the

requisition priorities authorized for use by the RAAF are 03, 06 and 13.

However, 57 of the 539 requisitions were observed to have priorities of 15.

Fifty of these were associated with drawdown requisitions, while 6 others

were associated with "MRRL' (maintenance repair and replacement)

requisitions. Discussions with the RAAF Supply Liaison Officer and the

Australian country manager revealed that each of these requisitions should

have been given a priority of 13. The database was subsequently amended

to reflect this information. A further problem with requisition priority

arose when the transaction history revealed a change in priority. In these

instances the priority was assumed to be the priority that was current at

the time of the report, viz. 4 December 1986.

Analysis and Findings

The sorted database was transferred to a spreadsheet program (Lotus

123) to perform the calculations of requisition fill-time. The fill-time of a

requisition that was satisfied in one shipment was calculated as the period

in days between the SAMIS input date and the date of the shipment. The

fill-time of a requisition that was satisfied in more than one consignment

was calculated as a weighted average according to the quantity shipped

relative to the quantity demanded. The fill-time of an incomplete requisit-

ion was calculated as if the estimated shipment date (ESD) was the actual

date of shipment. A partially incomplete requisition was treated as a

multiple shipment requisition with the ESD as the final date of shipment.

Each of these techniques draws on the methodology of Lang and Parker as

developed and discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.
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The fill-times determined for each requisition were extracted from

the spreadsheet program and appended to the original database. The

database then served as the basis for selective extraction of fill-time data

within each of the following sub-populations of the AT-D-KBR case:

a. all programmed requisitions of priority 03

b. all programmed requisitions of priority 06

C. all programmed requisitions of priority 13

d. all programmed requisitions

e. all non-programmed requisitions of priority 03

f. all non-programmed requisitions of priority 06

g. all non-programmed requisitions of priority 13

h. all non-programmed requisitions

The data in each of these subpopulations was analyzed with the help of

the ISP software package. The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

Table I

Mean Fill-times for Programmed Requisitions: Case AT-D-KBR

Priority Mean fill-time No. of Percentage

(days) requisitions complete

03 67.2 10 70

06 81.4 37 86

13 109.7 87 90

All 98.7 134 87
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Table 2

Mean Fill-times for Non-Programmed Requisitions: Case AT-D-KBR

Priority Mean fill-time No. of Percentage
(days) requisitions complete

03 354.6 33 30

06 355.7 192 51

13 287.5 107 54

All 333.6 332 50

Evaluation

Tables 1 and 2 present reasonably predictable findings. The results

indicate that the average satisfaction time for a non-programmed requisit-

ion is considerably greater than that for a programmed requisition.

regardless of priority. An interesting observation, however, is that the

number of demands for non-programmed items is over twice that for

programmed items. A check of the database revealed that the requisitions

for non-programmed items held the following program codes:

Program code 7 - 106 requisitions (27.7%)

(indicates a non-recurring demand)

Program code 8 - 213 requisitions (55.6%)

(indicates a recurring demand for an item which is

not included on the country's pre-funded forecast of

requirements)

Program code 9 - 64 requisitions (16.7%)

(indicates a recurring demand that exceeded the

eligible to be programmed quantity)
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Given the significantly greater satisfaction times inherent to non-program-

med support, some investigation might be called for to see if such a high

level of non-programmed support, particularly for recurring items, is

warranted.

An important observation that is not apparent from the information

3within Tables 1 and 2 is that the mean fill-times do not accurately portray

*, the central tendency within each set of fill-times for each sub-population.

In other words. the mean fill-times shown do not represent the fill-times

that could be expected of a typical requisition submitted against a partic-

ular combination of program status and priority. The problem is evident

in Figures I and 2. which illustrate the frequency distributions of fill-

times for programmed and non-programmed requisitions respectively. The

figures show that the majority of requisitions are satisfied in less than 100

days, although a disproportionate few take considerably longer. This would

seem to indicate that the majority of demands are satisfied from USAF or

contractor stocks. rather than initiate new buys or possibly new product-

ion. A better indication of central tendency (or expected value) in this

situation is given by the median, which, unlike the mean, is unaffected by

extreme values. Accordingly, the median value of each sub-population in

the AT-D-KBR case was determined and is presented in Table 3.

The median values displayed in Table 3 are representative of the fill-

times wthin the respective sub-populations in the AT-D-KBR case. An

unexpected observation from this table is that requisition priority and

requisition fill-time appear to be inversely related. However, this phenom-

ena is due partly to the lower number of requisitions on which the higher

priorities were determined, which makes them more subject to the nature
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Table 3

Median Fill-times : Case AT-D-KBR

Programmed Requisitions Non-Programmed Requisitions

Median Median

Priority (days) Priority (days)

03 36.5 03 197.0

06 22.5 06 182.0

13 33.6 13 159.0

All 22.3 All 164.5

of individual requisitions rather than the actual position of central

tendency. In addition. higher priority requisitions are more likely to be

submitted for "problem" items which are more susceptible to supply

difficulties and thus attract higher fill-times.

Since the AT-D-KBR case is the most recent case for which a full

set of requisitions is available, the median values shown in Table 3 also

represent the best estimation of current fill-times that could be expected

for the different types of requisitions in a RAAF-USAF CLSSA.

However, the RAAF uses only one measure of FMS lead time to

determine provisioning requirements for FMS sourced items. This measure

does not take into account the various combinations of requisition priority

and program status and hence must provide for the expected lead time at

the lowest level of support. The fill-time component of that lead time is

assessed at 159 days (approximately 5 months), which is the median value

of fill-time for all non-programmed requisitions of priority 13 in the AT-

D-KBR case. This period compares favourably against the 12 month period
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currently used by the RAAF for FMS lead time and suggests that this

figure could be reduced, with subsequent savings in inventory investment

and with minimal impact on operational capability. However, it is inter-

esting to note the that the current period of 12 months is very close to

the average fill-time for non-programmed requisitions in the AT-D-KBR

case. This would seem to indicate that RAAF FMS lead time forecasts

have previously been based on the mean. rather than the median of sample

data. As discussed earlier, such a basis is considered to be inappropriate

and misleading in view of the highly skewed fill-time distributions.

Research Question 2

The Problem

Research question 2 sought to investigate the difference between

current fill-times and those achieved in 1980. To do this the fill-times

*- from the AT-D-KBC case of 1979/80 were compared to the fill-times
a.-.

achieved in the AT-D-KBR case of 1985,86.

Analysis

Data for the AT-D-KBC case was collected in exactly the same

manner as that for the AT-D-KBR case. Similar problems arose and were

treated accordingly. However, all requisitions from the AT-D-KBC case

were complete by the time of the SAMIS extraction (4 December 1986) and

there was subsequently no need to use ESD in lieu of a final shipment

date. The accuracy of the findings (given that there were no transcription

errors) should therefore be complete.
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Tables 4 and 5" detail the number of requisitions and the mean for

each sub-population in the AT-D-KBC case. Once again, the number of

non-programmed requisitions appears to be excessively large. In fact, non-

programmed requisitions comprised 79% of all requisitions submitted against

the AT-D-KBC case. It is interesting to note that this ratio remained vir-

tually unchanged for the AT-D-KBR case (71%).

Table 4

Mean Fill-times for Programmed Requisitions Case AT-D-KBC

Priority Mean (days) No. of requisitions

03 133.9 20

06 214.7 48

13 153.0 34

All 178.3 102

Table 5

Mean Fill-times for Non-Programmed Requisitions : Case AT-D-KBC

Priority Mean (days) No. of requisitions

03 188.3 46

06 307.4 191

4 13 392.4 146

All 325.5 383
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A comparison of fill-times between the AT-D-KBC case and the AT-

D-KBR case would be valid only if the fill-times used represented typical

fill-times for each sub-population. In the analysis for Research Question 1

it became apparent that the sub-populations were better represented by

the median rather than the mean, due to the presence of extreme upper

values. A similar check was performed on the data from the AT-D-KBC

U, data by constructing the frequency distributions shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Once again, the distributions proved to be highly skewed and therefore

better represented by the median rather than the mean. Accordingly, the

median of each sub-population in the AT-D-KBC case was determined and

is presented in Table 6.

Table 6

Median Fill-times Case AT-D-KBC

Programmed Requisitions Non-Programmed Requisitions

Median Median
Priority (days) Priority (days)

03 4.8 03 44.4

06 30.9 06 67.0

13 12.9 13 158.0

All 12.9 All 74.2

A..4,
Findings

The median values from the two -ases now form the basis f(-: a

, comparison of fill-times. Differences between the two cases are presented
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in Table 7, expressed as percentage increases from the fill-times of the

AT-D-KBC case.

Table 7

Percentage Increases in Fill-time

Programmed Requisitions Non-Programmed Requisitions

Percentage Percentage
Priority Increase Priority Increase

03 660 03 344

06 -27 06 171

13 160 13 1

All 73 All 122

Evaluation

* , The seemingly erratic findings in Table 7 can be attributed in some

degree to the number of requisitions on which the findings were based.

For example. there were only 20 programmed requisitions of priority 03

within the AT-D-KBC data and only 10 within the AT-D-KBR data. The

increase of 660% found for such requisitions should therefore be viewed

with some skepticism. With few requisitions to draw on. the findings

become subject to the idiosyncrasies of individual requisitions. The

highest degree of confidence in the findings should therefore be given to

the - b-populations containing the greatest number of requisitions, viz.

those that contain all requisitions for the programmed and non-programmed

categories respectively. As shown in Table 7, both of these sub-populat-
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ions indicate that a substantial increase has occurred in the fill-time of

CLSSA requisitions.

Research Question 3

The Problem

Research Question 3 sought to determine the extent of the relation-

ship between variations in CLSSA fill-times and variations in USAF

administrative lead times during the past six years. The purpose of the

'* question was to determine whether or not the RAAF has been affected by

the many procurement reforms undertaken by the USAF during that same

period.

Data Extraction

The set of investment items demanded against the AT-D-KBR case

comprised 636 individual stock numbers. rhese stock numbers were output

on magnetic tape from SAMIS and served as the basis for drawing

information from the D041 to construct population 3. Unfortunately. 138

of these stock numbers were not held on the D041 on 4 December 1980.

and the set of investment items for use in the analysis was therefore

reduced to 438. Administrative lead time data for the reduced set was

extracted from the D041 and downloaded to a floppy disk in simple ASCII

format. The information on the floppy disk was then used to build a

database on a personal computer using the 'Database III Plus' software

package. An additional field on the database was constructed to calculate

the difference in administrative lead times over the six year period.

50
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To compare variations in USAF administrative lead times with

variations in CLSSA lead times over the same period, a set of investment

items was required that had been demanded in both the AT-D-KBR case of

1985/86 and the AT-D-KBC case of 1979/80. However, a difficulty arose

with the issues of item priority and program status. The researcher

believed that it would be invalid to calculate differences in fill-times

between the two cases for a particular stock number unless the stock

number had been demanded at the same priority and had received the same

program status (ie. programmed or non-programmed) in each case. Accord-

ingly. variations in CLSSA fill-times were extracted from populations 1 and

2 for only those items that met this condition. Unfortunately. this

condition also reduced the extracted data to a set of only 17 stock

numbers. Further investigation revealed that only 28 stock numbers were

common to both cases, of which 11 had mixed priorities or program status.

The 17 remaining stock numbers were then matched to stock numbers

extracted from the D041 to perform a regression analysis. Unfortunately.

only 7 of the stock numbers matched, leaving a very poor basis on which

to draw reliable conclusions.

Analysis and Findings

Despite the paucity: of data, increases in USAF administrative lead

time and increases in CLSSA fill-times for matching stock numbers were

input to the ISP software package to conduct the regression analysis. The

output from the procedure revealed a Coefficient of Determination (R2) of

only 0.08, indicating that very little if any association existed between the

two variables.
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Evaluation

The degree of association found between increases in USAF admin-

istrative lead time and RAAF CLSSA fill-times should be viewed with some

, reservation. The seven stock numbers used in arriving at this figure

represent only 1.5% of the investment item stock numbers that were

demanded against either the AT-D-KBR or the AT-D-KBC case. The

unreliable finding is largely due to the fact that the set of investment

items demanded against the A-D-KBC case was almost completely different

from those demanded against the AT-D-KBR case. The staff of the RAAF

Supply Liaison Office within the ILC suggested that a possible explanation

for the phenomena would be that investment items are not characterized

by frequent procurement and there could therefore be several years

between consecutive demands. The possibility of observing matching stock

numbers in any two 12 month periods would then be purely coincidental.

This reasoning is supported by the high proportion of non-programmed

requisitions in populations 1 and 2. including many which were coded as

non.-recurring.

Although the finding was unreliable and therefore inconclusive, some

value may be obtained in examining the general increase that has been

experienced in USAF administrative lead times for items on the RAAF

FMSO1 case (the prefunded forecast of requirements). Using similar data

extraction and analysis procedures to those that have been described for

the respective research questions, the average increase in USAF adminis-

tra.ive lead time in the period from 4 December 1980 to 4 December 1986

'- for all Items on the RAAF FMSOI case was 132 days, representing a 55%

increase above the average administrative lead time that existed in 1980.
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This 55% increase is not too dissimilar from the average increase of 73%

found in Research Question 2 for the median values of programmed CLSSA

requisitions, which by definition are a subset of the items on the FMS01.

Hence, although a relation between CLSSA fill-time increases and USAF

administrative lead time increases was not proven in this study, there is

nevertheless evidence to suggest that there may be some basis to the

" contention. More conclusive results could be obtained by the inclusion of

data from the cases in the years between the two CLSSA cases reviewed.

which should provide a stronger basis on which to confirm or deny the

association between the two variables.

Conclusion

This chapter has provided answers to the three research questions as

far as possible given the limitations of the data. The significance of the

findings was discussed. together with their possible implications for the

RAAF. The following chapter summarizes these results in terms of their

relevance to the research objective and presents recommendations for

further research.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to draw conclusions from the findings

in Chapter IV relevant to the research objective of establishing current

RAAF-USAF CLSSA lead times and evaluating the impact on such lead

times of recent USAF procurement reforms. In addition, this chapter

presents recommendations for management action and further research.

Conclusions

Summary of Research Questions and Conclusions

Research Question I. What are the current lead times that may be

expected for different types of RAAF requisitions submitted under a

RAAF-USAF CLSSA? This study attempted to measure only that compon-

ent of lead time known as fill-time, or the period between order receipt

and item shipment. The fill-times for the different types of RAAF

[* requisitions were found to be best represented by the median value for

each combination of program status (le. programmed or non-programmed)

and item priority. These values are presented in Table 8.

The value of 159 days for non-programmed requisitions of priority 13

was considered to be particularly significant as this represents the median

fill-time for items that attract the lowest 1'vel of support. This is

believed to be the period that should be used for the single forecast of
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Table 8

Current Median Fill-times of CLSSA Requisitions

Programmed Requisitions Non-Programmed Requisitions

Median Median
Priority (days) Priority (days)

03 36.5 03 137.0

06 22.5 06 182.0

13 33.6 13 159.0

All 22.3 All 164.5

FMS lead time used by the RAAF, since the shorter fill-times associated

with other combinations of program status and priority are the result of

management actions that have been taken specifically to improve individual

lead times from that basis.

However, the current RAAF forecast of FMS lead time is 12

months (7). which considerably exceeds the findings of this study. This

would appear to indicate that the RAAF may be carrying an excess amount

of inventory to provide for a pipeline that is apparently much shorter than

expected. The exclusion of expense items from this study would not

appear to affect this conclusion, as the committed value of expense items

in the AT-D-KBR case did not exceed the program limit for such items.

indicating that the majority of expense items would have enjoyed program-

med support with relatively short lead times.

The findings of this study do not. however, indicate the criticality of

the items that were satisfied with fill-times near the median. It may well
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be that the less numerous but more critical items took longer to procure,

and would have been severely impaired operational capability had the lead

time forecast reflected the expected satisfaction time of less critical items.

This possibility is supported by the information in Table 8, which shows

that the median fill-times of 03 requisitions in both programmed and non-

programmed categories were actually longer than those of lower priorities.

Thus, although this study indicates that some reduction in the RAAF FMS

lead time forecast could be warranted, any such reduction should be

carefully weighed against any possible detriment to operational capability.

.4.

Research Question 2. To what extent do current lead times differ

from those achieved at the time of the 1981 RAAF study? The study found

that exact comparisons for each combination of program status and priority

across the six year period were unreliable due to the lack of sufficient

data in some categories. However. the study did show that the average

fill-time for non-programmed requisitions as a whole had increased by

approximately 122%. while programmed requisitions had increased by

approximately 73%.

These findings support the contention that CLSSA lead times have

increased significantly in recent years. More importantly, however, these

findings suggest that the level of inventory committed to the CLSSA

pipeline has increased commensurately. with an equivalent reduction in the

level of inventory available for use. Such a concern, however, is mitigated

by the finding for Research Question 1. w ich indicated that the current

FMS lead time forecast provided for a level of inventory in excess of that

actually required. Nevertheless. the increase in fill-times is disturbing, as
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it indicates that the safety margin of CLSSA stock purchased by the RAAF

is diminishing, with subsequent impact on maintenance capacity in the

short term and the surge capacity of affected systems in the long term.

The possibility also exists that the apparent excesses of an increased

lead time forecast have been balanced against shortfalls that have resulted

from insufficient forecasts of other lead time components, notably the ill-

defined 'supply margin' (7). From this perspective, the current RAAF FMS

lead time forecast may have been necessary to provide for the minimum

level of inventory required to support a particular range of systems. Thus,

if that minimum level of inventory is reduced through increases in actual

lead time, significant shortages could result that would impair operational

capability. To prevent such a problem. or indeed to remedy a problem

that could already exist. the RAAF may wish to increase the EMS lead

time forecast using the increases in fill-time found for Research Question

2 as a guide.

A further consideration that ensues from the findings of both

Research Question 1 and Research Question 2 is whether or not the 5

month period used in CLSSA computations for procurement lead time

". (which includes both administrative and production lead time) remains

* valid. If the period is sufficient, very few requisitions for items eligible

for programmed support would need to be placed on hold until the items

were received in USAF stock. However, the increase in the median fill-

*.6 time for programmed requisitions over the past five years suggests that

the period is in fact insufficient and should be increase-. Whether or not

U', the RAAF or any other CLSSA customer should be required to make any
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' commensurate increase in their level of equity, however, is a matter for

negotiation between the respective parties.

Research Question 3. How much of the variation in lead times can

be attributed to variations in average contracting times experienced by

USAF procurement personnel? The data that was used in this study did not

support any reliable measure of the degree of association between these

two variables. However, the average increase in USAF ALT for eligible-

to-be-programmed items and the median increase for programmed CLSSA

requisitions (see Research Question 2) were of a similar magnitude.

suggesting that such an association may indeed exist. Proof of such an

association, however, would involve the examination of a different set of

*! data. which is considered to be beyond the scope of this research.

Satisfaction of the Research Objective

The initial purpose of this study was to determine current lead times

for the different types of RAAF requisitions submitted against a RAAF-

USAF CLSSA. This objective is considered to have been satisfied by the

findings and conclusion for Research Question 1. The subsequent purpose

of this study was to determine to what extent these lead times had been

affected by recent USAF procurement reforms. This objective was not

satisfied in that a reliable conclusion could not be drawn from the data

available. In view of this outcome a recommendation will be made to

conduct additional research in this area.
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Recommendations

Management Action

The conclusion to Research Question 1 indicates that the expected

time between order receipt and order shipment for a CLSSA requisition

with the lowest level of support is 159 days. or about 5.5 months. The

RAAF may wish to review and possibly reduce the current FMS lead time

forecast on the basis of this finding, subject to consideration of the

reducing supply margins that were highlighted in the conclusion to

Research Question 2. In addition, although no reliable association was

*found between USAF administrative lead time and CLSSA requisition fill-

time, there is evidence to suggest that the two are indeed rela Led. The

RAAF may therefore benefit by conducting periodic reviews of FMS lead

time based in part on the AFLC administrative lead time for investment

items listed on the RAAF-USAF CLSSA.

db..

In view of the deteriorating level of CLSSA support, USAF manage-

ment is encouraged to review the adequacy of the current 5 month period

used in CLSSA negotiations for procurement lead time and equity invest-

ment. An increase to this period would seem to be necessary to better

reflect the actual time of procurement and enable a greater proportion of
S

programmed CLSSA requisitions to be satisfied from USAF stocks. Alter-

natively. measures could be undertaken to reduce tI-e procurement lead

time. but since the extensions have been the result of both congressional

mandates and changing industry characteristics, such measures are unlikely

to be effective in the short term.

The data extraction and analysis for this study involved many hours

of tedious manual labour and operations on computer systems that were
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not available to the RAAF Supply Liaison Officer (SLO) at Wright-Patter-

son AFB. If further studies are to be conducted and more timely inform-

ation is required, consideration should be given to providing the RAAF

SLO with the means to conduct these studies rapidly at the time required.

The present computer system used in support of FMS operations (SAMIS)

has apparently been designed to give excellent support to day to day

operations but only limited support to management needs (especially those

of foreign customers). The RAAF and USAF may wish to consider the

joint development of a Decision Support System for the Australian office

that would have limited access to the SAMIS database but would allow the

RAAF SLO to conduct more effective reviews of FMS performance

parameters. If successful, the system could be used as a prototype for

other FMS customers represented in the ILC.

USAF management is also encouraged to undertake a review of the

many channels of input to SAMIS. In the process of this study many

anomalies appeared (eg. inaccurate item priorities, mismatching summary

and detail lines) that suggest that a greater level of control is needed. In

addition. ILC management may wish to consider the inclusion of a compre-

hensive data dictionary to assist SAMIS users interpret the many codes

and symbols on the various SAMIS management products.

RAAF management is encouraged to examine the high proportion of

RAAF CLSSA requisitions that receive non-programmed support. The

extended fill-times for requisitions thus classified inevitably leads to a

requirement for an increased level of investment in inventory or a

deterioration in the level of support provided to affected systems. Such

financial and operational repercussions would appear to substantially
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outweigh the financial risk of including a greater range of items on the

FMS01 or increasing the quantity for certain items thereon.

Further Research

There are at least two further areas of research that are suggested

by this study. The first area lies in the continuing evaluation of USAF

performance in respect of fill-times for RAAF CLSSA requisitions.

Periodic information of this nature is believed to be useful to the RAAF in

validating the extent of its involvement in the FMS program. Such

evaluation should also include the monitoring of changes in the USAF

procurement system and assessing the effect of such changes on the

RAAF-USAF CLSSA. Future studies, however, should consider using

requisition data from more than two cases to ensure that sufficient data is

available on which to base any comparative analyses.

The second area of study lies in determining the expected duration of

the other elements in the CLSSA order cycle. viz. order preparation and

transmittal, order shipment, delivery and unloading. information from

these areas would be useful in completing the work done by this study and
-'.

give proper testimony to the continuing validity of the lead time forecast

S used for requisitions in the RAAF-USAF CLSSA.
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Appendix A: Glossary of Terms

Administrative Lead Time. The time between the receipt of a purchase

request and contract award. (2)

Control Level. A computed stock level the Item Manager and Stock Level

Requirements Computer (D032) use when filling requisitions. Non-

programmed requisitions are eligible to be filled from depot stocks if

the asset position is above the control level. (1:vii)

Co-operative Logistics Supply Support Arrangement. The arrangement.

sometimes called a supply support arrangement, under which logistic

support is provided to a foreign government through its participation

in the United States Department of Defense Logistic System with

reimbursement to the United States for support performed. (12:Gloss-

ary)

D032. The Stock Control and Distribution System used by the Air

Logistics Centers to manage assets and fill requisitions. (lvii)

Expense Item. An item that is expensed from accounting records at the

time of issue. These items are not considered to be reparable. Also

referred to as EOQ items and consumable items. Identified by service

codes of "B" or "C" in FMS cases. (I:viii)

Fill-Time. Fill-time is defined in the FMS context by Lang and Parker as

the time between the input of a requisition to SAMIS and the

shipment or expected shipment of the item(s) from an AFLC or

contractor facility. (23:Glossary)

Follow On Support. Recurring support required to maintain the operational

status of a system or major item. Includes spares, repair parts.

publications, maintenance, training, support equipment, munitions.
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modifications, technical assistance, metrology/calibration, and

petroleum, oils and lubricants. (8:Chl9,3)

, Force Activity Designator (FAD). A Roman numeral from I to V assigned

to a customer of the USAF by the United States Joint Chiefs of

Staff. The FAD is applicable to all requisitions for material destined

for the customer: or the FAD may be assigned to a specific military

service of the FMS customer or to a particular FMS case. (8:Ch6,12)

Foreign Military Sales (FMS). The selling of military equipment to

friendly foreign governments and international organizations under

the authority of the Arms Export Control Act of 1976 (AECA). as

amended. (13:AI.3)

Foreign Military Sales (FMS) Case. A contractual sales agreement between

the United States and an eligible foreign country or international

organization documented by DD Form 1513. One FMS case identifier

is assigned for the purpose of identification, accounting and data

processing for each accepted offer (DD Form 1513). (12:Glossary)

Investment Item. An item that can be repaired and reissued. Also

referred to as a reparable item or a recoverable item. Identified by

a service code of "A" in FMS transactions. (l:viii)

Lead Time. Generally refers to the amount of time required between

issuance of a purchase request to a supplier and delivery of the item

to depot. (L;viii)

. Non-Programmed Demand. A demand (requisition) for an item for which

no stock level forecast exists. As such. on-hand stocks will not

* normally be used to satisfy the requisition. Non-programmed demands
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will be backordered lead time away unless the asset position is above

the computed control level. (12:viii)

Programmed Demand. A demand (requisition) for an item for which a

stock level forecast has been incorporated into the applicable require-

ments computation for a sufficient period of time to enable depot

stocks to be increased in anticipation of the demand. Programmed

demands are given access to on-hand depot stocks. (12:viii)

Security Assistance Management Information System (SAMIS). The

computer system used for Foreign Military Sales (FMS) management

and requisition routing and control. (l:x)

Service Code. A code used in the CLSSA program to indicate the type cf

asset and the agency responsible for its management. Service code

"A" items are USAF managed investment items, ERRC codes C and T.

Service code "B" items are USAF managed expense items, ERRC codes

N and P. Service code "C" items are DLA managed expense items,

ERRC codes N and P. (l:x)
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Appendix B: Memorandum of Understanding

.EMORAN DL OF UNDERSTANDING
ON LOGISTIC SUPPORT

BET-EEN THE GOVER.PENT OF AUS-IRALIA
AD TIE GOER.NNIENT OF THE UINITED STATES

OF AtERICA

BACKGROUND

1. Basic security relationships between the United States and Australia
(hereafter referred to as the Parties) are contained in the Australia, New
Zealand, United States (.ANZUS) Treaty signed on 1 September 1951. This
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) supports ANZUS security objectives. The
United States has a strong interest in the defense capabilities of Australia
and New Zealand. The supply and support of defense materiel by the United
States makes an important contribution to the capacity of the Australian
Defence Force for self-reliant combat capability and thus to the achievement
of broad A.NZUS interests in the region.

2. The Australian Defence Force is equipped with a wide range of advanced
technology weapon systems of United States origin. The uninterrupted supply

0 and oter logistic support of these items is essential to the operational
e::ec:iveness of the Australian Defence Force.

3. 7n conjunction with Australian purchase of modern weapons systems and
equipment from the United States, arrangements have been made for peacetime
supply and support of the items by the United States' . These arrangements do
not provide specifical': for additional support for war or other contingency.

PURPOSE

4. The ourpose of this MCU is to set forth policies and guidelines for
provisizn or ogistic support to the Australian Defence Force by the United
States and to the United States Armed Forces by Australia during peacetme,
during per,ods of international tension or in circumstances of armed conflict
involving either or both ?arties.

BASIC SU PORT POLICY

.he Pares recognize that their nat:onal and collective caoacit-; tO
cesist ar-med attack relies in large measure on the establishment and na;n-
tenance in oeacetime of defense forces eouipped with effective weapons and of
_Lans and arrangements for the timel," expansion of those forces should the need
arise. Their common interests will be advanced with a clear understanding
between taem about the continued availability to Australia from the United
States of defense articles and ser':ices in situations extending from peacetime
through circumstances of armed conflict. A continuing need also exists ror
mutual arrangements of cooperative excnange of data research, development.
production, procurement and logistic support.

Footncte: 1. Cooperative Logistic Arrangement Relating to the Supply
Support of the Armed Forces of Australia by the United
States Department of Defense (1965).
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6. The Parties further acknowledge that practical measures to enhance
the foregoing objectives should be consistent with the broad aims of
their respective defense policies. Australia, although heavily dependent
upon an extensive range of defense articles and services procured and
supported from the United States, will continue to seek to enhance its
independent capacity to produce and support defense materiel. To this
end also Australia will continue to seek particular conditions of purchase
and offsetting orders in the case of major equipment purchases which may be
negotiated under separate arrangements.

7. Subject to the provisions of the United States Arms Export Control
Act, as amended, International Traffic in Arms Regulations, and related
United States legislation and policies, the United States accords Australia
the status of an eligible purchasing country who may procure defense articles
and services either from United States Government or commercial sources.
Australia is also included in the list of nations that are extended
special waivers of certain restrictions under the legislation. It will
be important to the basic support policies outlined in paragraphs 5 and 6
above that this status be sustained.

SLTPORT A.MkVGE. E-NT.S - PEACETT.1!

a. Subject to the legislation and policies referred to in the preceding
paragraph, the United S:a:es will make available to Australia in peacetime,
defense articles and services which are mutually determined by the Parties.

The defense articles and services will include:

(a) Weapons systems and equipments;
(b) Spare parts for weapons systems and equipment and other

support itens:
(c) Munitions, ammunition and other en.-poslves;

S(d) Modificatilon kits;

(e) Test equipment;
(f) Ianufacturizg tooling, specialized materials and advice;
(g) Manufacturing data;
(h) Publications and film;
(i) Technical Data Packages;

. (4) Technical ass;.stance services;
(k) Training;
(1) Repair serv:zes;
(m) Transportation ser;ices; and

e'" (n) Contract Adinnistra~ton services.

'p. 9. The defense articles and serices whicn the United States will provide
to Australia in peacetime will include those arranged under the Cooperative
Logistic Supply Support Procedures contained in Annex A to this MOU.
Australia 4ill have direct access to support items from the United States
Defense ozistics S'stem in accordance with those supplv support procedures.
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SUPPORT ARRANGEMNTS - OTHER 7 .N PEACET IME

10. Subject to its laws and regulations and the exigencies of war, the
United States will continue to provide logistic support materiel and
services of the kind described in paragraph 8 to Australia during periods
of international tension or in circumstances of armed conflict involving
either or both Parties. Such United States support could include the
following elements if needed:

(a) Supply and maintenance support of weapon systems
and equipment of United States origin that are in
the inventory of the Australian Defence Force.

Peacetime support arrangements would be expanded
to increased levels required to meet the contingency7.

(b) Supply of additional weapons systems and equipment
required for expansion of the Australian Defence
Force and to replace combat losses.

(C) Supply of high technology munitions such as torpedoes,
missiles and other explosives that are not produced in
Australia.

(d) Assistance to Australia in activation and expansion o-
- the Australian defense production base to produce

selected items of equipment, snare parts and munitions
of United Stares origin.

e) Provision of, or assistance with, transportation of
iefense articles from United States sources to the
Australian Defence Force.

f' Cooae rativeplanning for pre-position:ng of stocks
:n Australia. Such planning may relate to stocks
:or replenishment of United States and allied forces
as mutually arranged by the Governments of the United
States and Australia.

.gI Assistance in direct arrangements between Australia
and the United States industr7 for support of weapons,
;-Ystems and equipments not acquired through

government-to-government arrangements.

.h) Ass:stance in support of weaoons and equipment of
United States or:gin that are no longer standard with

United States forces.

(2 ?rovis-on of cataloguing and technical data, manu-
facturing information and training material to as~ist
Australia in enhancing its internal logistic support
caoabilt- for defense articles f United States origin.

% %
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PROCEDURES

11. (a) Supply Support - Existing peacetime Cooperative Logistics
Supply Support Arrangements (CLSSAs) between the United
States and Australia will continue in force during periods
of international tension or in circumstances of armed con-
flict involving either or both Parties. Quantities of
material requisitioned may be increased to meet demands.
Such increases aill be subject to materiel availability,
procurement/production leadtimes and competing require-
ments/commitments of the United States Armed Forces unless
action is taken in advance to provide for Australian
capitalization of additional stocks in the United States
logistic system.

(b) Weapon Systems and Munitions - During periods of interna-
t:onal tension or in circumstances of armed conflict
involving either or both Parties, the United States will
endeavour to continue the delivery of all weapons, equip-
ment and munitions that have been ordered by Australia
under Foreign Military Sales. Subject to its laws and
regulations, the United States will also receive and
endeavour to fill orders for additional weapons and
munitions required by Australia consistent with United
States requirements for the same materiel. If Australia
desires to have selected items of weapons and munitions
available in advance of normal leadtimes, these should
be the subject of special FHS arrangements to be worked out
as far as practicable in peacetime. Options include

%. measures such as prestockage, advance procurement of
long leadtime components, and use of substitute items.

c) Other Sunoort - To the extent that Australia anticipates
reauirements for the United States to provide other
logistic support such as airlift, sealift, maintenance or
storage, these needs should be identified and advance
Plaaning accomplished as far as practicable in peacetime.

PRIORITIES

!Z. Austzr.ia is included in the Uniform Materiel Movement and :ssue
?r:ori:v Svstem of the Un':ed States Department of Defense. Force
Act:.i;tv OesL nators (FAD) are assigned under this system by the United
States .oint Chiefs of Staff (JCS). FADs will be adjusted as appropriate
during periods of international tension or in circumstances of armed
conflict involving either or both Parties. In assigning FADs to the
Australian Defence Force, the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff will
take into account any views on priorities communicated to the United
States Department of Defense by the Australian D, 3artment of Defence and
will be guided by Annex H of this MOU.

13. With regard to Australian purchases of United States origin defense
articles and ser-vices through direct commercial channels, the United
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States will make its best endeavours to ensure that deliverv to Australia
is in accord with the timetable required by Australia insofar as
consideration of export licenses and transportation services are
concerned. Where this cannot be achieved there will be consultation
between the United States Department of Defense and the Australian

*" Department of Defence to explore alternative means for meeting the
*. Australian need.

FUND ING

14. All materiel and services provided to Australia by the United States
Department of Defense under this MOU will be priced on a fully reimbursable
basis as required by the United States Arms Export Control Act as imple-
mented by appropriate US Department of Defense publications. However,
provision of cooperative military airlift by one government to the other
will be in accordance with the pricing and other terms and conditions
stipulated in Annex G of this MOU. All materiel and services provided
to the United States by Australia under this .OU will also be priced
on a fully reimbursable basis. Charges to the United States Government
for any articles or services rendered will be no more than the actual
costs to Australia plus administrative and accessorial charges not in
excess of the percentages assessed by the United States Government when
furnishing similar supplies and services to Australia.

RECIROCAL LOGISTIC SU PCRT

:5. Sublect to United States laws and regulations and the exigencies of
war, the United States will make its best endeavours to provide
ass:stance sought by Australia to facilitate cooperative logistic support
actions between countries in the Southwest ?acific area.

16. Subject to its laws and regulations, policies and the exigencies of
war, Australia will make its best endeavours to provide to the United States
any defense articles or services of the nature described i paragraph 8
waict the United States might seek from Australia. This could include
the revair':efit and maintenance of United States ships, aircraft and
equioment in Australia. 7t could also include supplv to United States

Sorzes general suppiies, replenishment i:ems of United States design
produced Dr available in Australia, and Austral an defense articles ia
niUnitel States service.

CO-,RDINA7:2N

2[ Australia will provide the United States the maximum practicable
notice of its requirements. The United States will provide Australia
witt the maximum practicable notice of its intentions for the
development, production, introduction into service, support and eventual
disposal of militar- equipments of potential interest to the ..astralian
Defence 7orce. To facilitate this the United States and Australia will

estiblisb joint machiner for the regular review of equipment plans and
programs of potential oint interest.
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ANNEX A

"" cpERA:E LOGISTICS SUPPLY SUPPORT PRCCEDURES

O. PRPOSE

The purpose of these Procedures is to enable the Armed Forces of the
Government of Australia, within the terms of the Arms Export Control Act and
related or successor legislation, and in accordance with DoD .mplementcng
regulations. to use the organization and facilities of tne United States
Defense Logstics S:szem t,3 support Australian militarv equipment spec:fieo by
Australia and common to the Armed :orces of the two Governments on a basis
Wnich :

A. Will permit Australia to obtain logistic materiel and services
for its armed forces equivalent in timeliness and effectiveness to tnat pro-

2: vided United States Armed Forces within assigned Force/Activity Designators

3. Will reimburse the United States for costs including accessorial,,
administrative charges incurred in providing such support to Australia in
accoroance Wit the provisions outlined below.

Lk jTI R~E r jN"IS

A. The deter-mination of equipment to be supported by the United
States will be made jointl '" by Australia and the United States on the basis of
commona .itv or equipment between the armed forces of the two Govermments and
Australian assessments or :.s capacitv to provide sunoort from its own

'i resources.

3. For such eo ucment. Australia will orovide infor-mation t tne
United States on a time>v basis to enable the United States to increase and
maintain stock levels and on-order levels so as to assure support of the
Australian Armed Forces equ:vaLent to that provided US Armed Forces that
have been assigned tne same priority and FAD.

C. The initial determination of stock levels required to assure
support for Australia will be made by the United States in consultation with
Australia. Such de:errm_. nat-on w-'il c-onsider ('l) information furnished by
Australia on its planned usage of the equiment to be supported, (2) consun-

. :-on experience data of the Unt:ed States and if available) of Australia. and
S3) the caiculat;.on of pipeline davs-of-suolv tailored to the geography, 'nes
of communication and requiremencs peculiar ta Australia. These initial

-, 4 determinations will be modified subsetuently in the lignt of experience.

D. The United States will provide aporopriate technical assistance
and advice as requested by Australia on Australian F reign !ilitarv Sales
"rder stock levels and on-order Levels.

CRZERS

Fore:gn '::ar:," 3ales Drder F SD v:'r~cg s-_ic.age. consumpt'on
ii~ ;t~rv: ... :ise; . =.e1: -Crelga I-:lar:
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A.1N'E. A

Sales Order (F-1SO) I and Foreign Military 3ales Order (:"SO) :I Both cases
must be executed in order for FMS requirements to be inticipated and to be
satisfied on an equal footing with US requirements.

A. Stock Levels. On the basis of the Article 7I determination and
using established US procedures, Australia will place with the US Iilitarv
authorities a Foreign Military Sales Order (F SO ', _overing the est:mated
dollar value and total initial agreed list of items and quantities to be
stocked and maintained on order from procurement for tae support of Australia's
US-furnished equipment.

B. Consumution. Australia will place with the US militar-i autaori-
ties a consumption .ISO (FMSO 1:), undefined as to i:ems and quantities equiva-
lent to a dollar amount of the estimated withdrawals of materiel from the
Supply system for the jointly determined period (normally one year) and funded
quarterly. Prior to the beginning of each quarter, -alrments will be made in
accordance with mutually decided to procedures to cover tnat quarter s
anticipated withdrawals.

C. Revisions to -.SOs. !. After the develovment of sufficient
V demand history, :-'SO I will be revised to include tzose items required, based

unon Australia's usage experience, to be in the US p:peline.

2. Provision will be made for the updating of FMSO I to assure
stockage of all items essential to the proper maintenance of major equipment.

3. In the event Australia reduces its FMSO I coverage, future
requests for such items will not be handled as a requisition subject to this
procedure.

4. The F-SO will fun4 storage fees including normal inventor:
losses on other than stock funded items. These fees are based on the on-hand
portion of the FMSO I.

5. The FMSO I1 will be closed on 30 'eptember each year, at which
time a new consumption Sales Order will be established, based on demand history
or planned operations.

IV. REQUISITIONS .ND ISSUES

A. Australia will forward requisitions for standard materiel items,
using US Military Standard Requisition and Issue Procedure (MILSTRIP), to the
designated Mi!itar1 Service Requisition Control Office (RCO). Non-standard
materiel items may be requisitioned upon the consent of the lfilitary Department

4O concerned.

B. Stock requisitions will be issued from supply points within the
US military system. Title to equipment and materiel will pass to Australia at
the initial point of shipment or origin unless otherwise specified in -he
Letter of Offer and Acceptance (DD Form 1513).

C. Australia is responsible for the cost of transportaion from the
p ~otnt of shipment or origin, unless otherdwise specified, to final destination.
P, :o,:-.meats and procedures used by the US for invoic:ng and issuing will be
ip 71
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ANEX A

compatible with those used by the US Armed Forces. After storage levels have
been established, invoices will be computed utilizing the "Stancard" US
military price prevailing at the time requisitioned items are issued from the
US inventory with an auvroprate surcharge, where applicable or where a waiver
has not been granted, to recover applicable Department of Defense asset use
and non-recurring recoupment charges.

V. SLPORT PRIORITY

A. Requisitions placed by Australia with the US supply system
before US stock levels have been increased, or for items not included in "0SO I,
will be filled from procurement or from existing stocks to the extent that
inventory levels are adequate to permit supply without detrimental effect on
support of prior commiments of US Forces (i.e., when such issues will not
reduce levels below the re-order point). Pricing will be in accordance with
DoD 72.90.3.1, Foreign Sales Financial Management Manual.

3. Uuon attainment of the increase of US stock levels, referred to
in Article IIA, support for F"ISO I items will be provided to Australia with the
same responsiveness as for equivalent US forces in equivalent operational
circumstances. Austrilia will assist in the verification of high priority
requirements submitted by Australian forces when such verification is requested
by the US. In all circumstances Australia will have the status of a favoured
customer of the United States.

C. When US stock levels are insufficient to meet Australian demands,
because of Australian reduction of US proposed levels (Article IIIC), requisi-
tions will be filled in the same manner as those referred to in paragraph VA,
above.

VI. STORAGE A. D !COIF'-CATION

A. Australian stocks of materiel held in the US system will not be
Ohysically separated or other-4se physically identified.

B. The quality and description of materiel furnished by the US to
Australia will be identical in all respects to that furnished to the US Armed
Forces, including all maintenance and modification work which normally will be
accomplished before mater ie is issued. In those cases where materiel pre-
viously issued requires modification, Australia may at its own option order the
required modification k:ts in accordance with normal FMS procedures.

VII. OBSCLZTE ANDrn EXCESS STOCKS

A. If an item becomes obsolete or excess to Australian but not to
US requirements, Australia may request cancellation of the FISO I item. If
the US agrees to the cancellation, appropriate action will be taken by the US
to cancel the FMSO I item and apply the equity to subsequent requirements for
other items or to return the 5/17 investment to Australia. If the US does not
agree to the cancellation, Australia will, upon request, withdraw the quantity,
or arrange for the US to dispose of such materiel with the net proceeds to be
credited to the Australian account. If Australia has additional stocks in
country which are excess to its need, Australia will have the option of report-
ing these excesses to the appropriate Military Department via the Materiel
Returns Program ("-R?) procedures contained in ILSTR:?. If the US desires
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Australia to return the materiel under the MP, appropriate credit to Australia's
trust fund account will be made in accordance with Department of Defense
procedures.

B. If an item listed in a FMSO I becomes obsolete or excess to US but
not Australian requirements, the US may request Australia to withdraw its
materiel equity from U.S. stocks. Australia may purchase additional quantities
of such items from existing US stocks at a fair value to be jointly determined
in accordance with applicable regulations. Australia may, with the approval
of the US, place a final order for spares in sufficient range and quantity to
support the equipment for its probable remaining useful life. .1ilitary
Departments will alert Australia to anticipated US equipment phase-outs to
permit a timely and orderly final procurement of spares.

AsaiC. If an item becomes obsolete or excess to the requirements of both
Australia and the US, Australia will, upon request, withdraw its materiel from
US facilities. Alternatively, at the request of Australia, the US will dispose
of such materiel in accordance with current US DoD procedures and credit
Australia with its proportionate share of the net proceeds.

VIII. REPRC:HAsEs

Upon request of the US, Australia will, to the extent compatible
with its supply requirements, sell to the US items which have been previously
delivered under these Procedures. Such repurchases will be made at a fair price
to be jointly determined in accordance with applicable regulations which will
not in any case exceed the price at which the item was sold to Australia, plus
the cost of any modification and accessorial charges. Transportation in such
cases will be furnished by the US.

IX. UNUSUAL STOCK LOSSES

Stock losses due'to enemy action, major disaster, or other casualty
from a natural phenomenon will be assessed against Australia in an amount
proportionate to the ratio that the value of its stock case bears to the total
value of like stocks in storage. Charges submitted under this provision will
include a certification that such losses were not due to fault or negligence of
US personnel.

X. EXP.)NSION OF FACILITIES

Any additional capacity needed to accommodate stocks ordered by
Australia under this Procedure may be provided by arrangement between the US
and Australia for the expansion of US facilities at Australian expense. If it
is not possible to reach joint determination on ail aspects (including financing)
of such expansion of US facilities, the US supply commitment will be limited to
fulfilling requirements within the available capacity of existing US facilities.
Any such limitation in US supply capability will be clearly established at the
time of US acceptance of the F'-ISO I specified at Article IIIA, and amendments
thereto, or as soon as practicable thereafter as such limitations become
evident to the US.
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FF'J

A. The - SO : case is sub-livided into two :arts: ?art A, an on-hand
portion represen:ing five 7ontzs of :nventorv; and Part B, an on-order
dependable undertaking wnicn provides the obligational authority necessary to
award the contracts required to support Australia ttrough the normal 12 months
administrative and procurement Lead times. Au ralia is to pay a casn amount
equal to the on-hand oort:in 3/- of the :oc- . mater:el value of the case, upon
acceptance of the F.SO :. :n unusua. cir. stances it mav be determined that
the 5 month on-hand and ": .on:n on-o:'4- re ,nappropr:ate for the particular
equipment being supportec. .n tn-s instice the specified levels may be
adjusted. A nonrefundable acmniastra:. *.e :narge currently 5. of toe 5/:7
value) will be added to t.e billing for tne on-nand quantytv; the ". adminis-
trative charge will be assessec on anv increase in t'MSO : value. Neizaer
materiel nor administrat:ve cZarges will be assessed against tae on-orcer
materiel until that materiel has been delivered to tne US suppl! svstem in a

terminal transaction. Ch:,sfor storage will based on the ?3rt A, on-hand,
port:on (currently >.5% of oe FMSO : 5,: value'. Tbarges for normal _aventor7
losses will be coar-cuted on a oro-rata basis.

B. ?er:odica:l: toe FMSO w.il" be financa:': updated in accor-
dance with the :ad:vidua" "US Ser::ce s oroce-oures. . he naterie. value, 5/17

investment and administrative charge will be adjusted to reflect current
requirements and prices.

C. The :-.So 7: case represents Australia's anticipated yearly
consumption under these ?rocedures. Australia is to oav cash in advance of
each quarter to cover requisitions placed during that quarter. An administra-
tive surcharge (currentu . t3, wil be chared on requisitions processed under
FMSO 11 cases.

D. Cash and obligation auchor:ty derived from the FMSO : and F"SO
cases will be used by the supporting US Service to increase stock and on-order
quantities -= anc:cipat:oa of requis:tions be:ng placed on the Service by
Australia.

E. Subiect to te foregoing, billing and collection will be -n
accordance with the normal US Foreign Jilitar-. Sales procedures.

X. SPEC:AL SUPPOR7

A. The forces of each of the two Governments will provide
unanticinated supoort to the forces of the other to tne extent that such
support requirements can be met.

B. Should there be occasions when Australia desires short term
sustained support from United States operational locations and the United
States is in a positico to provide such support, special arrangements will be

separately negotlated between representatives of the using forces of the two
Governments.

XIII. EFFECTIVE DATE AND TER !INATION

A. During the period between the notice of termination and the
termination date, Australian requisitions. if any, will be submitted in the
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AYN'EX A

normal manner. All requisitions submitted by Australia and accepted by the US
prior to the termination date will be filled by the US in the normal manner
regardless of whether the termination date will have passed. Subject to the
filling of such requisitions, the provisions of Article VII will apply after
the termination date to the disposition of the Australian equity in the
undelivered quantity of each common item covered by these Procedures.

B. In the eve-t of termination of these Procedures, Australia and
the US will negotiate a fair resLdual value settlement for those installations
or major improvements financed by Australia under Article X above, to tne
extent that such facilities are required for the US Government.
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?RCCDLM.ES FOR REOUEST 3Y AUSTRALIA RCOM 7-!
UNITD STATES OF WEAPONS AnD MUNITIONS .N

" ADVANCE OF NOR %L :AZDTI._S

I. ?URPOSE

To outline procedures by which, when mutually arranged by both partie-,
the Armed Forces of :he Government of Australia will receive frcm the United
States, deliveries or selected weapons and munitions in advance of leadt:me
normally applying.

11. APPLICATI:CN OF ?ROCEDURES

These procedures will apply, subject to the provisions contained in :ze
US Arms EZx.ort Control Act, during periods of international tension, or in
circumstances of armed conflict, or for other reasons, when Australia and the
US mutually determine that weapons and munitions are required in advance of
Leadtimes which would apply under normal peacetime procedures.

Ill. CONSULTAT7CN

When assessing its requirements in the light of Sec:on :: above,
Australia will consult with the United States regarding changes to Force
Activity Designators, prestockage, advance procurement of long leadtime items,
use of substitute items or other alternative means by which deliver of
weapons and munitions may be advanced. Consultations will be conducted
between tae Armed Senrices of the two countries under existing arrangements.

IV. AL.%TE"AT''7 PROCEDURES

For each weacon or munitions item mutually arranged for advance delivery,
the United States will consider the following options:

A. For materiel for which Australia has negotiated a current 7-.S case
with a United States Service, the United States may provide Australia's
requirements from its inventor- and replenish US inventories from later
deliveries which had been intended to fill the Australian order. For materiel
not available direct from the inventory of a United States Serrice, the United

* States will use its best ef.ortz to arrange for priority deliver- to Australia
of the items from the contractor.

B. For materiel for which no FI.S case has been negotiated, Australia
will initiate an appropriate request for an FMS case which, if and when
accepted and implemented, the United States will, to the extent consistent
with its own priority requirements and commitments, sell the items to
Australia, from its inventory. Alternatively, the United States will use its
best efforts, under standard FMS procedures and consistent with other
priorities anu commitments to arrange production of :he materiel in a time
frame consistent with Australia's requirement.

C. Should neither of the above options be practicable, Australia and
the United States will consult concerning alternatives which mignt meet the
Australian requirement. Arrangements for supply will be in accordance with
the US Arms Export Control Act.
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D. Should a need arise for advance deliveries of items not covered
under a Cooperative Logistic Supply Support Arrangement, Australia will
negotiate with the United States for increased holdings of the items in the
United States inventory to meet future possible Australian requirements.

V. POINTS OF CONTACT

A. Australia

First Assistant Secretary
Technical Services and Logistic Development
Department of Defence
Canberra ACT 2600

B. United States

OASD (International Security Affairs)
* Pentagon

Washington DC 20301
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.ANEX C

" -E-T FAC:L:TATE- COOPERATIVE LOGISTIC
SUPPORT BET.tEN AUSTRALIA AD OT7R COLTRIES

:N* - SOU"7HWEST ?ACIFIC AREA

1. PL-RPOSE

The purpose of this Arrangement is to set forth the types of assistance
the US may provide to Australia to assist cooperative logistic support oetween

Australia and other couztries :3 the Southwest Pacific area.

'_I. ELIGIBLZ SCOU.tEST ?AC:-:C COL=NTRES

A. Those Southwest ?ac:fic countries to whic the LS Government would
itself sell defense ar:ic.es through the US Foreign !iJtary Sales program are
generally considered eligible for receipt of items produced by Australia, based
on oroduction agreements with the US DoD or US commercial sources.

B. The US DoD will provide advisor- opinions regarding the prospect of
USG approval of the transfer by Australia to eligible Southwest ?acific countries
of such US Defense Items. The main intent of this review will be to identifi
to Australia those items an-:' or countr:es :or waica te USG would be unable to
consider such transfer.

III. AUTHORIZED :TS

A. Consistent with the orovisions of the arrangements with the US DoD,
or with US commercia, sources, for Australian product:on of US Defense items,
Australia may recuest. on tze basis of an annual forecast of items, quantities
and recioients, on a case h: case basis, US author::y for transfers to or
within third countries.

B. ?roposals :or transfer will! be identified to the Defense Securit?;
Assstance Agency and te eS :eartment of State, and will include the following
information:

1. Recipientcountries.

2. !tems/quanti:ies/original FMS price (if applicable).

3. Source of original production autnorzation.

4. Reasons for the proposed transfer.

IV. APPROVAL OF THIRD COUTRY TRANSFER

A. Where applicable. the US Department of State will notify the US
Congress, and obtain any required assurances from the intended recipient with
regard to the en. use o h te item and any further transfer thereof.

B. The US DoD -will notify Australia of the results of third party transfer
requests.
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ANNEX C

V. POINTS OF CONTACT

A. Australia

First Assistant Secretary
Technical Services and Logistic Development
Department of Defence
Canberra ACT Z600

B. United States

OASD (International Security Affairs)
Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20301

P.
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ANNEX

PROCED'URES FOR TE EXC:-LNGE OF I.NFO -.ATION OF EOU:Lr N,-

?L.A 4S AND ?ROGRAM1S OF ?OTrY"TAL J'CIN7 NERS

'o, i. ? PRO SE

A. To outline procedures to identify mechanisms for exchange of
information concerning equipment plans, programs and logistic requirements.

B. The aim of these Procedures is to ensure, consistent with the secur::-.
needs of both countries and in accordance with tie statutes and regulations of
each countrvz, that sufficlent data are made available to both parties to
implement the intent of this MOU to the extent that:

Australia will provide the United States with maximum
practicable notice of its requirements.

Z. The United States will advise Australia to the maximum extent
practicable of its intentions for the development, production, introduction
into Service, support and disposal of military equipment of potential interest
to the Australian Defense Force.

3. Information or data exchanges under this Annex will be confined
to routine information and will not include technology transfer and/or transfer
of other proprietary 2nformation.

II. USE OF ESTABL7SIMD LINES OF COftOJNICATION

To the extent practicable, information exchange for equipment plans,
programs and logistic requirements will be conducted through the medium of
currently establisaed formal agreements and other established machinerv for
mutual discussions. These media include, but are not limited to:

A. Defence/Defense Talks conducted under the Barnard/Schlesinger
arrangements.

B. US/Australian Joint Staff and Service-to-Service Talks.

• C. The A.BCA Standardization Agreement.

D. The Technical Cooperation ?rogram

E. The Mutual Weapons Development Data Exchange Agreement.

F. Upon specific request by Australia to exchange information.

1:74. COORDINATION OF REVIEW ACTIVITIES

Australia and the United States will establish intei.aal mecaanisms to:

A. Identify those activities under the various agreements referred to
n 1I above which impact on the imnlementation of the .OU and which warrant
policy considerat-on/discussion at joint meetings.
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3. Prepare official positions on matters of joint interest for
presentation and discussion at joint meetings.

C. Disseminate information and arrange for implementation
of decisions flowing from joint meetings.

D. Mutually determine the appropriate forum, specific subject matter,
and representation for joint discussions.

IV. POINTS OF CONTACT

A. Australia

1. For Service-to-Service and Joint Staff Forums:

Chief of Joint Operations and Plans
Department of Defence
Canberra ACT 2600

2. For other Forums:

Chief of Supply and Support
Department of Defence

A' Canberra ACT 2600

B. United States

OASD (International Security Affairs)
Pentagon
Washington DC 20301

'I
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.a outline procedures .nerebv :he United States may facli3:a~e transfer
of defense tec=ology of US origin permitting Australia to ennance its
independent capaci:t to produce and support defense materiel.

Subject to the prov:s:ns of relevant :eglslat2on. and to mutual
agreement between tne two parties on a case by case basis, the United States
w-ll facilitate tr3nsfer of appropriate technology to Australia t.; permit

Australia to support defense eouipment purchased from the United States. .ecz-
nology transfers and other USG assistance made expressly under this Annex (e.g.,
facilitation of negotiations) wil be as concluded in Letters of Offer and
Accentance (LCAs) negotiated according to the US Arms E;ort Control Act and
other applicable Defense ?olicies. It is further understood that USG under-
takings to empoy aest e:-rts to assist Australia in negotiations do not
obligate t.e USC to ener:ene in private sector matters where inappropriate.

A. As .Dart of any ourchases of new materiel bv Australia, the US wil,'
consistent wita legislative requirements and applicable defense policies,
transfer tec-nology enabling Australia to achieve a mutually acceptable level
of self-suffcienc: in suoort of the materiel being purchased.

3. TecnnolOgv transfer arranged under A above -ill include:

Release t: Australia of those tecnnologies for which unimited
rights are held by te US *overnment.

I . Use of best efforts to assist Australia in negotiations wit US
firms to transfer those t...noLoaies for which the US Governent does not have
unlimited rights.

- V CU:? ENT RE MOVED1 TC'Ii I_'S ::'=NS7 :N'.T f=11Y

A. 'Wen eauipment is removed from :he active United States defense

inventor,.,, all tecznology incorporated in that eauirment wil, to the extent
Oract:cable and as mutually arranged between :he parties, be made available for
transfer to Australia to facilitate continued support of Australian-owned
equipment.

3. To :_:s end, consistent with legislat:ve requirements and applicable
Defense ooiicies, the Un:ted States -ill, subject to mutual irrangement between
both parties, release to Australia those tecnnologies for wnic- the US
Government has unlimited rcgnts and use best efforts to assist Australia -n
negotiations with US firms to transfer, on request, :hose tecanolzgles o:
which the US Gover:nment does not have unlimited rignts.
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To outline procedures wnereb' the United States may facilitate transfer
of defense tecnnology of US origin permitting Australia to enhance its

, independent caoac:-y to oroduce and support defense materiel.

,, ... J~E',-£.L .. PNLGE.'N_:S

Subject to the provisions of relevant legislation, and to mutual
agreement between :-he two parties on a case by case basis, the United States
will facilitate transfer oz appropriate technology to Australia to permit
Australia to support defense equipment purchased from the United States. Tech-
nology transfers and other USG assistance made expressly under this Annex (e.g.,
facilitation of negottat-ons) will be as concluded in Letters of Offer and
Acceptance (LOAs) negociated according to the US Arms -:cport Control Act and

other applicable Defense Policies. It is further understood that USG under-
takings to emplov best efforts to assist Australia in negotiations do not
obligate the USG to intervene in private sector matters where inapproprIate.

1,r 1, .- -L.[C:ASES

A. As part of any purchases of new materiel by Australia, the US ill,
consistent with legislative requirements and applicable defense policies,
transfer technology enabling Australia to achieve a mutually acceptable level
of self-sufficiencv in support of the materiel being purchased.

B. -ecnnolog transfer arranged under A above will include:

i. Release to Australia of those technologies for which unn:te
rights are held by the US :overnment.

-. Use of best efforts to assist Australia in negot-a:ions wi: '-S
firms to transfer those technologies for which tne 'US Oovercment does not have
unlimited rights.

4.. EOU:?Y -NT-RE ,-E .--- E --- "'< T--S, : , ,T~

A. *When equ:cment .s :e-o'e, r:rn th 3c:.'- _ States reoeese

trans:oe "o ~.str3. 1: -.. a- .......- d

eluipment.

"a.." -. . . . . ....i i". . .. .. ... .
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A. Australia

First Assistant Secretary
Defence Industry and Materiel ?olicv
Department of Defence
Canberra ACT 600

3. United States

OASD (interna:ional Secur:t: Affa:rs

Pentagon
Washington DC Z030
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A'rYEX F

PROCEDU'RES FOR REOUEST BY AUSTRALIA FOR ASSISTAjCE IN
ACTIVATION AND EX2.SION OF T7H AUSTIRALIAN DE-ENSE

PRODUCTION BASE DURING ?ERIODS OF INTERNATIONAL TENSION
OR IN CIRCU MST.NCES OF ARE!-D CONFLICT

Z. _______E

The purpose of this Annex is to outline procedures by which, when
mutually arranged by both parties, the United States will provide assistance to
Australia in activation or expansion of the Australian Defense production base
as necessary to produce selected items of equipment, spare parts and munitions
of United States origin, during periods of international tensions or in
circumstances of armed conflict involving either or both parties.

II. SCOPE

These procedures will cover such equipments, spare parts and munitions of
United States origin, as may be mutually arranged by both parties on a
case-by-case basis, which are presently included in the inventory of the
Australian Defence Force, and such materiel which Australia may acquire in the
future from the United States.

III. ACTIVATION OF PROCEDURES

A. Activation and expansion of the Australian industrial base may be
required when materiel cannot be made available from United States sources in
the quantities and time frames sought by Australia, or when otherwise arranged
between the parties.

B. Consonant with Australia's stated intention to continue to seek to

enhance its independent capacity to produce defense materiel (paragraph 8 of
the MOU refers), the processes provided for in this Annex may be tested during
peacetime against selected materiel so that the potential ramifications of a
more general activation of these processes can be monitored by both parties.

C. The procedures outlined in this Annex may, as arranged between the
parties, be amended from time to time in the light of the practical experience
of peacetime activities.

IV. .7ECNICAL AIND !ANUFAC7URING ASSISTANCE

A. For specific items included in the range of materiel covered by
Clause 1I above, the United States will provide assistance to enable their

production in Australia. FMS procedures will be used to transfer technical
data and services under Government-to-Government Agreements and Arrangements
between the United States and Australia. Should such data or services be
authorized for transfer to Australia on a direct commercial basis, the US
Department of Defense will use its best efforts to facilitate appropriate
licenses. Types of assistance may include:

1. Technical data packages;

2. Manufacturing data;

8 5
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3. Test procedures;

4. Technical assistance services;

5. Training; and

6. Access to sources of specialized manufacturing tooling, plant,
and test equipment.

B. Where the provision of such assistance involves limited rights data,
the United States will, when mutually arranged between the parties, use its best
efforts:

1. To permit timely Australian access to data, equipment and
services to which the United States has rights; and

2. To facilitate negotiations toward timely Australian access
to data, equipment, and services to which the United States does not have
unlimited rights.

V. LICENSE AWD ROYAL7T :Y

A. The United States will, as mutually arranged between the parties on a
case-by-case basis, waive i-cense and royalty fees associated with the manufacture
in Australia for use by Australian Forces of those United States-designed
defense items for which the United States Government owns the right to use the
technical data without incurring liability to others.

B. For those defense items of US design for which the US Government
does not own the right to use the technical data without incurring liability
to others, the US Gover-ment will use its best efforts to assist the Government
of Australia in keeping license and royalty fees to a minimum level.

VI. PRE-PRODUCTIONq AIYD ?ROOFING

The United States agrees that pre-production of mutually arranged quantities
of specified items may be arranged between the parties in peacetime under the
terms of these procedures, where Australia and the United States deem such
pre-productzion is necessary for the purpose of proving Australian manufacturing
faclities and caoabilities exist to permit timely production during periods of
international tension or in circ-umstances of armed conflict involving either or
both parties.

VII. PROVISION OF UNITE-D STAI-S SOURCED IATERIALS
n ere production of defense items of United States origin

undertaken in Australia in accordance with this Annex requires the use
of United States sourced materials or components, the United States
agrees that orders placed by Australia will be assigned a priority based
on the mutually agreed urgency of the request and coasistent with the
Force/Activity Designator.
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11111. FLN DING .F-ANMENTS

The services and materiel provided to Australia by the United
States under the procedures outlined in this Annex will be as concluded
in Letters of Offer and Acceptance negotiated according to the US Arms
Export Control Act.

V. POINTS OF CONTACT

A. Australia

First Assistant Secretary
Defence ladustry and .42teriel Policzi
Departmnent of D)eence
Canberra ACT 2600

B. United States

OASD (International Securit-i Affairs)
Pentagon

-* Washington DC Z0301
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A.'NEX G

COOPEIRXAIVE MILITARY AIRLIFT SL??ORT

I. PUROSE

To outline the guidelines for mutual military airlift support of Australian
and United States Defense Forces.

1:. IMPIEM.NTAION CF GCU.IDEL.INES

An Air Force-to-Air Force cooperative airlift arrangement will be negotiated
within these guidelines for the mutual military airlift support of botb defense
forces. Such an arrangement will have reciprocal application for the trans-
uortation of the personinel and cargo of the military forces of the United States
and Australia on 'aircraft operated by or for the mil itary forces of those
countries.

!I!. GUIDEL:NES

:he arrangement will. include, butl not be limited to, the following terms:

A. 7he rate o: reimbursement :or transvortat~ on provided will be the same
for each party*. i*7 b. e the rate ch arged to the mnilitary forces of the United
States for airlift in the 'IS Defense Transportation System.

B. Credits and liabilities accrued as a result of providing or receiving
traasvortation will be liquidated not less than once every three months by
direct payment to the country that has provided the greater amount of trans-
portat,-oa.

C. During peacetime, the only military airlift capacity. that may be used
to provide trarsoortation is that capacity wdich:

1. s mot needed to meet the transportation requirements of the
mi-itarv, forces of tne country providing the trasportation, and

Was not created solely to accoimmodate the requirements of the
miliaryforces of the country receiving the transportation.

~. ranootat-o -n~ett rna:ons -under the Arms Exoort -'ontro*

Act (AZCA) using aircraft operated by or for the mi3.L~ta-,r forces of the Un',ited
States will be under US FM.S procedures at the rate o: reimbursement for FMS
Defense Transportation System shipments.

IV. POINT~S OF CONTACT

A. A U S 71Tr A

Director General Movement &Transport
Department of Defence
CAYBER ACT 2600

Li.6M.bLA ,1



ANNEX G

B. UNITED STATES

Deputy Assistant Secretary of thie Air Force
(Logistics and Comunication)
Department of the Air Force
Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20301
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ANNEX H

ASSIGNNT/ADJ'US-,.7/NrT OF FORCE/ACTIVITY DESIGNATORS (FAD)

I. PURPOSE

Further to paragraph 1Z of the US/AS MOU on logistic support, principles
and procedures for assigning or adjusting US FAD for specific Australian
military organizational elements or tasks are outlined below.

*" II. DEFINITION

A FAD is defined as the numerical expression of the relative order of
priority given to a specific military force, unit, function, project, task or
program. For example, specified combat-ready and direct combat support forces
(of comparable importance to US forces) of selected countries are assigned
FAD III.

7I. PRINCIPLES

Acknowledged principles governing the assignment or adjustment of foreign
countries FADs are as follows:

A. FAD are authorized by the US Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS).

B. The US Commander in Chief, Pacific Command (USCINCPAC) may recommend
variation in the level of FAD authorized to the JCS.

C. On an emergency basis, USCINCPAC has the JCS-delegated authority to
raise the level of FAD temporarily (not exceeding 180 days) up to and including
FAD II.

D. The Defense Attache (DATT) responsible for security assistance
management in Australia may recomend through USCINCPAC to JCS if Australian
operational necessity requires the assignment of a higher FAD than authorized.

E. The Defense Attache (DATT) to Australia responsible for security
assistance management has been delegated authority to assign and coordinate
the use of FADs up to levels authorized.

F. For defense articles or services purchased as Foreign Military Sales,
the US filitarv Service with primary interest may assign to specific sales
cases a temoorary FAD if a higher one is required (not to exceed 180 days and
up to and including FAD IT).

IV. PROCEDURES

In implementing the above principles the following procedures will be
observed:

A. Routine Adjustments. For routine adjustment of FAD up to the author-
ized levels, application will be made by the Australian Defence Procurement
Agencies to the DATT for security assistance management in Australia.
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3. Emertenc-i :emorar7. Assignments. For emergency assignments of
temporarily hi.gher FAD tan the level authorized, the Australian Chief of
Defence Force (OfF) will apply direct to USCINCAC. informing ]{ADS (Washington)
and DCATT (Canberra).

C. Variati.on to the Authorized FAD Exceeding 180 Days. For variation
to the authorized FAD, COF will forward a recommendation for appropriate
assignment to USCINC?AC for submission to JCS, informing HADS (Washington) and
the US Ambassador (Canberra).

D. Anolication to -.-:S ?urchase. Upon notification of temporar-1 or
permanent assignment of a FAD, US MIilitary Services will take appropriate
action to reilect that assignment in their records and FMIS cases.

E.Notification. Vari;ation in the level of FAD will be notified to
interested autaoricies and agencies by:

1. For routine adjustments within the authorized FAD,

a. Director General of Supply - Nat.r, Army, Air Force
:or Australia and

b. nA-1 Canberra for the USA;

1. For eme:3ency. assignments of FAD,

a. OF~ for Australia and
b. USC:NC?AC !or the USA;

3. :o: *'pa::at;on to the authorized FD

a. CF_' for Australia and

b. 3_JCS for the USA
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Abstract

Recent procurement reforms adopted by the USAF have given rise
to concern within the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) that supply
lead times under Co-operative Logistics Supply Support Arrangements
(CLSSA) may have been considerably extended, thereby invalidating the
current estimates of such lead times that are used by the RAAF in prov-
isioning algorithms. The purpose of this study was to determine the
expected lead time of the various types of RAAF requisitions within the
RAAF-USAF CLSSA, determine the extent of their variation since 1980,
and establish whether or not the procurement reforms were responsible
for any variation found. The study was limited to research on invest-
ment items only.

The component of lead time measured by this study extended only
from order receipt to order shipment. Data extracted from the SAMIS
computer indicated that this period had increased by 72% for programmed
requisitions (those for which demands are placed in accordance with a
prefunded forecast of requirements) and 122% for non-programmed requis-
itions (all others). -The increase in CLSSA lead time was compared to
increases in administrative lead time (ALT) within the Air Force Logistics
Command (AFLC) to determine whether or not the procurement reforms were
having an effect on the CLSSA program. Unfortunately, there was insuff-
icient CLSSA data to support a rigorous comparison and conclusive results
were not achieved. Nevertheless, the average increase in ALT within AFLC
for stock numbers on the RAAF-USAF CLSSA was observed to be similar to
the increase in CLSSA lead time for programmed requisitions, which was
believed to indicate that the procurement reforms were indeed having an
effect on the CLSSA program.
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